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j wonderful records are made.

S U P P L I E S NEW JERSEY ICE BOATING, suitable day races are held, and then

A mile in
48 seconds is the record of one flyer.

Shrewsbury River the Scene of!
The boats are constructed in the
shape of a Latin cross, with a skate
Life and Gaiety.

“New Rival,” “Leader,

.”

R e d B a n k , N. J., Apr. 8, 1901.

To the Editor of the Maine Woods:
I want to tell the Phillips people
about our ice boating. There has been
m extra long season this year, lasting
about six weeks.
When the beautiful Shrewsbury river
freezes, it is the scene of life and gaiety.
Besides the bird like ice boats the river
is p eopled by skaters, and a half-mile
straight away is made the center of enchusiasm by the performances of wellbred horses. Most of the sleighing is
here also, for there have been only two
lavs when a cutter would not drag
through the snow.
The boats are numerous and vary
from the homemade ten-footer to the
handsome and costly ice yacht.
Any
lay during the season they may be seen
skimming along the ice and on every

WINCHESTER
Factory Loaded Shotgun Shells.
“ New Rival” loaded with Black powders. “ Leader”
and “ Repeater” loaded with Smokeless powders. Insist
upon having them, take no others, and you will get the
best shells that money can buy.
ALL D E A L E R S KEEP T H E M .

_______________________________
H O T E L S

A N D

C A M I’ S H O T E L S

A N D

Ra n g e l e v L a k e s .

B e l g r a d e Mill s , M e .
The Belgrade. Situated in the heart of a beau
tiful '"ike region where the fishing for bass
and trout are unexcelled, Write for particu
lars.
The B e lg rad e , Belgrade Mills, Me.

Via Rangeley or Be m is .
Mountain View House.

similar to a sled runner attached at the
end of each arm, except one; the skate
at the end of the long arm being used as
a rudder. The rigging varies, but the
usual is mast, iiooru and jib. The mast
in some of the larger ones is 25 feet or
30 feet high, and these carry three or
four people, but they must lie down
flat.
Some skippers provide robes, but
most riders rely on the exhilaration of
the sp rt to keep them warm. A sheet
of water is sometimes mistaken for ice
and a cold bath results, but these things
only help to make it a sport.
) The Shrewsbury is particularly adapt
ed to ice boating because it freezes
nearly every year and often before and
remains so longer than the Hudson, and
as the snows are few, it Is seldom
blocked by snow.
H e n r y F. P e a s e .

C A M P S

Dead L iv e r Re g io n .
On Rangeley L uce.
■" ~
^
—
fiotel Blanchard. Hunting, Fishing. J. S.
For HEALTH, REST, or PLEASURE,
Mingo Sprine Camps.
Du r r e l l , Proprietor, Stratton, Me.
Located on Mingo Point, Rangeley Lake
At F l a g st a f f .
Best of salmon and trout fishing; cosy cot Lake House and Camp. Camp is reached from
THE RANGELEY LAKES are unsurpassed.
tages; open fires; the famous Mingo Spring hotel l>y boat. Great bunting. Moose and j
water; pine and balsam groves. Everything deer seen daily, S.C. DPR h e l l . Flagstaff, Me. j
Write for a copy o f the descriptive book, “ The Rumford
for the comfort and convenience of Sportsmen
and summer boarders. Send for circular.
Falls Line and the Rangeley Lakes Resorts,” issued by the
Ha ' gf.lky L a k e s ,
Chas . E. BELCHER. Rangeley, Me.
Bald Mountain Camps are near the Middle
Portland & Rumford Falls Railway.
Grounds,
Shark
Grounds
and
Stony
Batter
at MonmoU t h , M e ,
~ and as convenient as other public camps, for
It contains half-tone cuts .of every hotel and public campon
Cobbosseecontee Lake.
Little Mud pond, Bi ; Mud pond, Kennebago
the Rangeley Lakes, and is sent li ec to any address.
’ Unexcelled bla k bass, white perch and river. Steamboat accommodations O. K.
pickerel Ashing all summer : also trout and Telephone at the camps. Two mails daily.
Th e Rumford Falls line is the only all rail, S T A N D A R D
landlocked salmon in May and June. Citas. \ oil’ll get a reply right back, if you write for
G A U G E route direct to the heart o f the Rangeleys— and is
A mos E l l is , Prop’r, I
Brown’s harm House, line accommodation free circular t o '
Haines Landing, Maine.
fo r 1sportsmen, ladies as well, on shore of
the
only line running Through Cars from Portland to the
lake. Four miles from Monmouth K. R. sta
tion on M. C. K. It., from Lewiston; beautiful
Lakes. Excursion Tickets on sale during the season for all
At W ilso n ’ s M il l s , M e .
location. Address,
Aziscohos House. $1.50 day. S7 to 810 week.
Rangeley Lakes Points. Steamer connections at Bemis for
Chas . brow n , Monmouth, Me.
Licensed guides furnished. F r e d F l i n t , Pr’r.
in

Camp Bernis and Birches
Be inis, terminus oi Rumford Falls A- Rangeley Lakes R. K. Two trains daily. Steamers
connect to all points on the lakes. Birches
is six miles distant on Student’s Island. Cosy
log cabins, open tires at both places afford
comfortable homes for the summer for ladies
and gentlemen. Excellent fishing close at
hand. Send for circular.
Capt . F. C. Ba r k e r , Prop’ r, Bemis, Me.

N O . 35

Norgross , M e .
Sourdnahunk Camps are pleasantly situated !
in the M g lvatalidin region. Nineteen splendiil trout ponds within three miles of Kidney
Pond Camps. New trail from camps to Mt.
lvatatidin three miles, to Sourdnahunk Mts.
one and one-half miles. This region lias re
cently been opened up and is a big fish and
game country. For particulars. Address.
I. O’. Han' t , Prop., Noreross, Me.
P ine Po in t , m e .
i Burnham Cottage. Two miles from Old OrI cliaril can be found some of the finest duck
! shooting in the world. Good table board,
j Lobsters and clams fresh every d y. A most
I des rable place for summer boarders, For
1 further particulars, address,
J as . P. H a Y n r s , Pine Point, Me .
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R A ILW A Y,

In Gentle Spring,
(W hich will be along pretty
soon now,)
the enthusiast begins to make
ready for the season’s sport.
Let us tell you about some
new waters, where we know
you will have good luck.
Address

Sunrise Route,
Dept. K.

H O T E L S

Calais, M e.

It is via the old

-

Somerset Railway,

surpassed facilities for the amusement of
anglers.

*

Write for free booklet about the Sandy
River, Phillips & Rangeley and Franklin & Hi
Meg antic Railroads.
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Oakland to B i n g h a m M e .
That you reach the Fishing Resorts of the

When yon joint up your

bear in mind that tlie RANGELEY LA K E S
*
and DEAD RIVER REGIONS furnish un

«
&

R. C. BRADFORD, Traffic Manager, Portland, Me.

*

Fishing Rod . . . .

all parts of the Lakes.

PORTLAND & RUMFORD FALLS

IN MAINE

in 1901.

Buy your tickets via the Rumford Falls Liue.
W rite for one of our pocket maps of the Rangeley Lakes.

On P h il l ip s & Ran geley R. R.
i Redlngton House,
One minute’s walk from station on P. & R
| R. R. Tlie best of pond and stream fishing in
I close proximity to house. Deer, fox. wood| cock or partridge shooting unexcelled anyI where. Address
M rs . W. H. Ha r r is o n , Prop’r,
The
Redington, Maine, j
Via Ei STis.
j King and Bartlett.

X

F. N. B E A L . Phillips, Me.
FLE TC H ER POPE, Redington, Me.
Supt. S R R. R.
Gen. Man’g ’ r. P. &. R. R. R.
G M VO SE, Kingfield, Me., Supt. F & ft. R y.

X
X

Upper K e n n e b e c Valley.
The most prominent resorts being, Rowe
and Carr;, Ponds, Bajd Mountain Lodge,
Moxie, Pariin and Pieasa t Po d.
Many others, ail have good camps and
equipim t Oi ly salmon apd irout taken
from these waters. Two trams daily between
Bingham and Boston. Round trip tickets on
salr at principal Boston & Maine R. R. sta
tions. Fishing season opens about May 5.
For circulars and information address
W. M. AYER, Supt. Oakland, Me.

H O T E L S

AND

C A M P S . |H O T E L S

AND

CA.it PS-

Via B i n g h a m , M e .

A N D C A M P S.

Rowe Pond Camps.

Here is Situated a hotel of rare attractive
ness in beautiful location for summer board
ers and at the same time in close proxim ity
to the best places for fishing on Rangeley
lake. Hunters in tdic season,also find plenty
of deer, partridge and woodcock near the
hotel. The cuisine here is such as to hold
patrons year after year, ihe rooms are what
people from the cities like, large, well lighted
and pleasant. We serve vegetables, berries,
fish and game at appropriate times in the
year and the table is always suppli d with
excellent fresh milk and cream. Pur water
runs to the house from a spring aoo\ e. This
is a particularly good place for safe and
pleasant boating and the drives and walks
are unsurpassed. Croquet and lawn tennis
grounds adjoin the house. Write for a free
circular to
L. E. Bow ley , Mountain View House,
Mountain View, Rangeley Lakes, Me.
Ec s t is , Me .,
Rou d Mountain Lake Camps.
Fishing and Hunting—Trout rise to the fly
every day in the season. 2800 ft. elevation.
Preserve’ of 2340 acres. No hay fever Send
for circular. Chas . L. Bl y . Successor to
E dgar Smith & Co.

_________ *____________________

Via R an geley .
The Seven Ponds.

These ponds are situated twenty seveii
miles from Rangeley and are reached by
buckboard to Kennebago lake, thence by
steamer across the lake and again by buckboard to our camps at Beaver Pond tlie cen
tre of the Seven Ponds region.
The new buckboard road is not new enough
to be dangerous, and constant work upon it
is rapidly reducing the number of deaths re
ported to us daily. From our Camps upon
Beaver pond excellent trails afford easy ac
cess to a number of ponds where splendid
trout; fishing is an unfailing certainty and
the capture of an occasional fish quite a com 
mon occurrence. No expense has been spared
in securing the grandest mountain and lake
9cenery for the exclusive use of our guests,
tor which no charge is made. Trout rise
freely to the fly during tlie entire season and
“ tales” of 10-pounders are constantly heard
flapping in the guides’ quarters. Game of all
kinds is so, abundant as to be a positive nui
sance and the following may be hunted in
the open season: Minges, Moose, Caribou.
Catamounts, Bears, Deer, “ Draw-Poker,”
Hedgehogs, “ Hearts,” House Flies, Part
ridges, Ducks, Drakes, “ Seven up,” Weasles,
Wardens and other small game.
While Black flies and Mosquitoes are very
rare, tar ointment is served at every meal
and is deservedly popular. An excellent
table is kept, upon which more or less food is
served, most of which is .consumed by our
guests without abusive language. Good beds
are not unknown; while every luxury to be
found in any modern hotel, may b e'called
for. Anything that a third-class camp trying
to pass itself off as a comfortable well kept
one, finds it necessary to promise, we do, to
any extent. We seek patronage from anyone
who desires to visit the real backwoods and
who is not afraid to take desperate chances.
Board and boats furnished at reasonable
rates. Guides furnished on application.
Parties wishing to visit this place will please
write in advance so that we can have camps
in readiness. The railroads will sell excur
sion tickets at reduced rates from Boston to
Rangeley.
Ask anyone about Beaver Pond Camps and
If they don ’t speak well of us, then address
us direct for any desired information.
Ed . Grant & Son , Beaver Pond, Me.

Ecsxis, H e .
Tim Poud Camps.
In the Dead River region. Fly fishing and
Parties and families desirious of getting the
square tailed trout guaranteed every clay in
the season. Game plenty. 2000 feet above the best fishing for square tailed trout and Jandloeked salmon, clean, com 'ortable cabins,
sea level. Send for oircu’ar.
J ulian K. Y il e s . Eustis, Me. ! good boats, and good fare, should write for
descriptive boukiet aivine full patticulars, to
WITHAti & MAXFIELD, Prop’ rs,
Via R a n g e l e y .
Bingmam,
Maine.
Kennebago Lake House, on the shore of Ken
nebago lake. The best fly fishing in tlie
country every day in thè year. High altitude.
No hay fever. Pure water. Game in abun
bring rod and gun to Kineo, the
dance.
R ichardson B ros., Proprietors.
heart of Maine’s best game region,
and stop at
V ia R an g e l e y .
\
York’ s Camps.
flT. KINEO HOUSE,
Loon Lake, within 5 miles of Rangeley viliage. There are ten ponds within two miles;
C. A. JUDKINS, Manager, Kineo, He,
good fishing iu all and for hunting it can’t be
No hay fever there. Everything 1
beat. Camps neat and each party has a camp
tor comfort—electric lights, steam
by themselves. Those with families who
heat, baths, telegraph and post
wish to spend the summer months in the
; office, unsurpassed cuisine. Send
Maine woods can find no better place than
j for handsome new Kineo booklet.
York’s Camps. For further particulars, ad
It’s free.
dress
R. S. YORK, Prop’r, Rangeley Me.

FOR SPORT" : - - - - - - - - - - —

We have 50,uuu acres of land which contains
some of tlie best fishing and hunting territory
to be found in the state. Deer and other
game in abundance. Headquarters for par
ties making camping trips to different
points. .Just the place to come if you want
to get a deer. Address Ha r r y M. P ie r c e ,
Eustis, Me. Boston correspondent,
F. FI. L o t h r o p , 72 Rutland St.
V ia B in gh am .
Carry Ponds Camps.
If you are looking for a place to go Ashing,
or to spend the hot months of summer, or a
hunting trip next fall, write to Henry J. Lane
Bingham, Me,, for descriptive circular of his
resort at Carry Ponds. Good accom moda
tions for ladies.
A t Fa r m in g t o n .
Hotel W illow s. Pleasantly located for hunt
ing and fishing parties. Guides furnished at
short notice. Delightful scenery and drives.
Clean Camps. Good beds. Inquire of
C. A. Mah o n ey , Prop’ r,
P h il l ip s M e .
Phillips Hotel, near station, new furniture,
electric lights, steam heat.
A. L. MATTHEWS, Prop’r.
B an g o r , Ma in e .
Windsor Hotel. Headquarters for sportsmen
Table first-class. Free carriages. F. W.
D o r g in , Prop’r. M oody Bros ., Clerks. ___
at

u:

Pickfords’ Camps
On the shore of Rangeley r ake. Modern
Log Camps,
miles from Rangeley village.
Open fireplac s. On best fishing grounds.
No mosquitoes or black flies
No Hay Fever.
High altitude
Air cool and invigorating.
For terms and circulars, address
H. E. & S. S. PICKFORD,
Rrngeley Lakes,
*
Rangeley, Maine.

Knapsacks
and

for

Sportsmen

Guides.

Snowshoas made to order and repaired
Guns repaired. Boots and shoes repaired
Harness repaired.
Chairs repaired am
bottomed. Also harness supplies.
W. B Tw om bly , Rangeley, Me.

Just the Place For Fishermen.
Where shall I go to get the best Spring Fishing? Will be asked by hundreds of-sports
men the coming season, and to those we would say, go to Anglers’ Retreat. Situated at
the outlet of Welokennebacook or lower Rangeley Lake, here one always finds the best
of fishing and it also holds the record o f the largest trout taken in the Rangeleys.
Sportsmen who visit this place are always sure of their share of trout. Any who do not
care for Spring Trolling can always find the best of Fly Fshing at B Pond as soon as the
ice goes o u t; here Fly Fishing only is indulged in with great success. This place is un
surpassed for those wishing to spend the summer with their families as they can be ac
commodated with Log Cottages where they can be by themselves, or they can have
rooms in the house. Here Hay Fever is unknown. Pure spring water, first-class table
and the best of beds. The dining room has been made twice its former size and has a
capacity to seat 75 people. My steamers connect with all boats, trains and stages. I
will put a steamer on Mooselookmeguntic Lake this year that will carry about 200 pas
sengers and will connect with all trains at Bemis. Only one day’s ride from Boston via
Bemis. For particulars write for circulars.

------ A IR RES"

Buckley Patent Water Tulie Boiler
F o r Yac hts , also “ A c m e ”
La u n ch E n g i n e .
Send fo- Catalogue to

ROCHESTER MACHINE TOUL WORKS,
2 Center St., Rochester, N, Y.

CAPT. E. F. COBURN, Prop’r , __ ^
Mi dd le D a m , Ran g el ey Lakes, M a i n e .

Wood and Bamboo Rods
made to order and repaired.
Call and see my special Rangeley Wood
Rod and Split Bamboo.

fÄft m
{»X is

E. T . H O A R ,
R an gel ey ,
■
Maine.

'v M fäS S ääw rtäfss*

Sportsman’s

Greatest

Pleasure

is

Catching

Genuine Brook Trout,
From i to 7 Pounds.

F a r m in g t o n .

Stoddard House.
Most central location. Electric lights and
electric bells. Heated in the summer by hot
air and in the winter by hot water.
W i l l H. McD onald , Prop’r.

L ew ist o n , Ma in e .
Hotel Atwood, opposite Lower Maine Central
R. R. station. Thoroughly renovated, re
furnished, new proprietor. All modern
conveniences. First-class table, cosy rooms.
When in Lewiston give us a call.
P. R. Ne v e n s , Proprietor.
Lewiston, Maine.

CONVENIENT FROM RANGELEY.
imp Among Clouds.
Excellent hunting
id fishing. Good accommodations. Take
>ur own cook. Inquire of
C. H. Neal, Rangeley, Me.
O n MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC LAKE.

SOULE'S

BILLY

are right where trout of this size can be caught in abundance and the
old man tells the truth. Come early for Spring Fishing.

Greene’s Farm House and Cottages.

One o f the most popular resorts o f the Dead River region, plenty of brook trout fishing
Mooselookmeguntic House,
situated in the heart of the best fishing near the house and three ponds on the farm stocked with trout and salmon. All kinds of
district of the Rangeley lakes. The hotel is game in near vicinity. Deer seen near the house. Several cottages well furnished and
2,000 feet above sea level and hay fever is
guaranteed to be absolutely unknown. pleasantly located furnish accommodations for guests. Cuisine equal to any hotel in Maine
Address, from November until May, Theo Eh vation 1,100 feet, Hay fever unknown. Excellent teams connected with house.
L. Pag e . Proprietor Senate Cafe, Washington,
I. W . G R E E N E , P r o p ’ r., C o p l in , Me.
D.C. After May 1, Haines’ Landing, Me.

CAMPS

1WRITE TO

-

-

BI

LLY SOULE

P. 0. Address, Haines Landing, Rangeley, Maine.
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thus early and it is expec'.ed that a
S P O R T S M E N ’S S U P P L I E S . S P O R T S M E N ’S S U P P L I E S
SHOT THE DECOYS.
treater gain in the public popularity of
the game will be made this year than
Wild Geese and Ducks Shot 111
ever before.
Water Over the Ice on the Lakes Penobscot Fiver Salmon Selling

THE PROSPECT AT RANGELEY.

BOSTON LETTER.

Eighteen Inches Deep.

For $1.50 Per Pound.

The Golfiug Season Near at Hand
Many New Camps to Be Built
In Massachusetts.
This Spring.

Large Numbers.

Much local interest is shown in the
progress of the work on Mr. Thomas
Lawson’ s new boat, which is to be the
latest cup defender, and experts in
yachting matters claim that she is going
to be a “ hummer” and no mistake and
they have every confidence that the
American boat will again be a winner in
the cup races. One thing that seems to
worry some of the interested ones a
little is the fact that the English boat is
being built on almost exactly similar
lines, and there is every indication that
this boat will also be a “ hummer.”
Even if the boats should prove equal in
speed, the superiority of the Yankee
sailors could be depended on to best
their antagonists. At all events interest
is growing and when at last the races
come off, nothing else will be of suffi
cient importance to take up the attertion of sporting men.
W in c h e s t e r .

[W r itte n f o r th e M a i n e W o o d s .]

Du Pont’s
*
Gunpowder

P in e P o in t , Apr. 9, 1901.

Heavy seas and damp weather. The
chief occupation is getting reahy for
[Special correspondence to the M a in e W o o d s .]
good weather, fitting up the cottages
Special correspondence to the Maine Woods]
B oston , Apr. 8, 1901.
and hotels for the guests, who are sure
R a n g e l e y , M e ., April 9, 1901.
to arrive as soon as the “ settled”
The lovers of the Penobscot river
A whole week is a long time for an
weather gets along.
Local sportsmen
salmon in Boston have been able to
impatient fisherman to wait for news
are taking advantage of the weather
gratify their taste in this direction the
from Rangeley, and vast changes are
aud wind which drives the ducks and
past week, to the tune of $1.50 per
iable to take place in that length of
geese up thè river for a feeding ground.
pound, and 75 cents a pouud has en
time, especially at this season of the
Harvey Collins and Frank Burnham
abled the lovers of genuine, open air
year. We have just experienced a solid
brook trout to get a taste of their favor
sent a large consignment of ducks into
week of incessant warm rain, and should
ite dish. The supply of both has been
Portland, Saturday. Ducks are bring
it continue much longer there will be
limited to two or three salmon and not
ing a good price now, $1 20 per pair.
little snow left. The lakes are knee
an over abundance of trout, and these
It isn’t often that our gunners get rat
deep with water and slush and in places
were soon disposed of, though the price
tled, but we have one who d,d Saturday
the waves run and ripple as though
was stiff enough to cause hundreds of
night Whether or not he is amenable
there was not three feet of ice beneath
people who are very fond of these dain
to the law is a question.
Large flocks
them.
ties to pass them by.
of geese had been arriving all day and
The salmon exhibited in the markets,
Blanche Pillsbury had set out a fine
Capt. F. C. Barker came up from
string of decoys and, concealed in the
what few there were of them, were big,
The
Fishing
Season
In
Washing
Bemis on Saturday aud spent Sunday
deer bush, was “ honking^1 away for
handsome fellows, just in prime condi
dear life.
Ed Rogers was out hunt
with his folks at home. He walked as
ton
County
Near
at
Hand.
tion
for
eating,
and
those
who
reluctant
ing big game, so of course had big lea l
far as Bald Mountain Camps, then
in his “ ammunition box ”
Seeing the
finished the journey by team. Upon the ly parted with their $1.50 for a pound of
river alive with such a fine lot of “ wild
lake he wore wading bouts and often salmon steak were in no wise disap
Some
Fish
Caught
Last
Spring
at
j geese,” doubly assured by the “ honk
slumped above his knees, while nearly pointed. It is a saying of the markethonk” that of course came from the
every step was in water eighteen inches
Brand Lake.
men
that
no
better
fish
of
this
species
throats of the geese in the water, Ed
deep.
[Special
correspondence
to
the
MAINE
WOODS.]
began to blaze away. Shot after shot,
This water is mostly caused by the ever came into the city. The first trout
filling the heads and necks of the
C a l a i s , Me ., April 10, 1901.
snow that has melted and will soon run of the season, from the open water,
wooden game so full of lead that of
through into the lake, allowing the ice were from the cape, coming up from
The first month of the fishing season course it overbalanced the ballast on the
to rise, when it will be exposed to the Hyannis, and since these nice fish have
is near at hand and all prospects look bottoms and set them diving and “ an
wind and sun in which unprotected con
dition it will go rapidly. It looks now been sent in from numerous points in well for the Washington county fisher ticing” around in the water just like
the state, for the gratification of epi men. The past few seasons have brought wounded birds^ only they didn’ t fly.
as if we should have early fishing.
They were beauties prominently before the fishing public a Ed didn’ t stop to think about that, but
Captain Barker expects to build three curean palates.
just kept on emptying his gun into the
new cottages at the Birches of the fam and no mistake, not much like the ground which, although well known for flock.
ous log cabin style, also to enlarge his hatchery bred fish which were offered
Whether Blanche has recovered his
dining room and in a general way to to the public in February and March. many years, has been visited very slight
profit by past experience and supply the Externally the difference was not very ly on account of its difficulty of access. decoys and had the lead probed for is
demands of his guests fully as well and noticeable, but when it came to the Grand lake in Washington county, not known, but Ed is on the treat as far
as cigars go from this out.
meat, the resemblance was slight in
if possible better than in the past.
J a y Se e .
deed. The fish from the hatchery are Maine, is said to be the original home of
lacking in the rich <olor of the trout the landlocked salmon, a fish but little
Capt. E. F. Coburn is at work raising which has its freedom in the streams of sought a few years ago, but one of
his steamer that went down at the dock New England, and the taste is flat and the gamiest fighters that comes to the
Sporting Notes From Indian
at Upper Dam last fall.
disappointing in every way.
anglei’ s lure.
Trout and salmon will now be in the
It is truly stated that Washington
Hock Camp.
Log cabins are getting to be the ideal market for several months, and it is to county in its rank of superiority as to [Special correspondence to the Maine Woods]
be
hoped
that
after
a
while
the
prices
its fishing grounds is fast coming to the
thing at tlio Rangeley lakes and T. L.
H o w a r d P o n d , H a n o v e r , M e ., )
Page is to build several this spring. Mr. will come down so that ordinary mor front and Grand lake has sprung into
tals
can
get
a
taste
once
in
a
while.
April 10, 1901.
(
prominence during the last year and is
Page has grounds suitable for a regular
one of the best salmon fishing places in
little city, though it is likely that the
W. C. Holt is at his camp at the pond
the state of Maine. Anglers from all
limit of convenience in the number of
The horse showT, about which I wrote over the New England states visited this getting ready for the early fishing this
cottages in one place is soon reached.
to some length last weet-, is the all ab place last spring and not one of them spring. He says on account of low
sorbing topic among the lovers of sports was disappointed with the p!ace. Leav
water in the pond the ice will go about
The Pickford Brothers have the plans ! and horse flesh this weev, and those ing Boston at night and traveling in all j the 27tn of this month, as the shores are
for two new cottages which they will who claim to know say that it is bound the comfort that a Pullman can provide,
begin work on at once, One will be of to be one of the best shows of i(s kind it is possible to reach the foot of Grand all clear now and the water is rising
five rooms, three on the ground floor, ever held anywhere, and that it is sure lake the next afternoon. Here there ; very fast.
and two above, with an adjoining bath to be worth one’ s while to go a great are a number of comfortable boarding
One specimen added to Mr. Holt’ s
room with running water. Each of the ways to attend it. The fact that at the places clustered in the village of Grand collection of mounted game in camp is a
rooms will be provided with running auction sa’e of the boxes two were sold Lake Stream, which may be headquar
water also. The walls will be built of for premiums as high as $325, while not ters for sportsmen who wish to start out j 9Upounds trout caught by Mr. Holt and
logs but the interior of matched and a few brought $200 each, seems to add daily for new grounds. This place is mounted by J. Waldo Nash of Norway.
beaded lumber, varnished in natural strength to this statement. Anyway this also well supplied with good guicies, It is a beauty and a fine specimen.
wood. The floor is to be of hard wood is the event of the season, and will bring both white and Indian, all of whom are
A. G. Howe and crew are working on
also varnished in natural colors, while out more style and magnificence than excellent canoemen and know the fish |the private camp being built for Mrs.
the rooms above will be reached by a even the rainy day Easter concerts of ing grounds like a book. They can be j Richardson and will have it ready by
winding rustic stairway. No pains are yesterday, which, notwithstanding the engaged in advance or at short notice. i the first of May.
to be spai'ed in making these cottages rain in the air, brought out all that is The fishiug begins as soon as your
The first party to come to Holt’ s camp
new and desirable in the millinery and canoe leaves the slip and if the day is a
artistic, attractive aud convenient.
dressmaking arts, which is far from a good one for the fishing sport you will this spring is a party from Portland and
The other camp will be similar in
they will be ready to come as soon as
get strikes all the way up the lake.
workmanship and finish, but with two litt'e this year.
the ice is out.
If
the
sportsman
does
not
care
to
use
rooms below and one above reached by
the
canoe,
beautiful
little
launches,
an outside stairway, which may be used
The continued stormy weather of last
independent^ of those occupying the week, w liie a disappointment to the dog swift and comfortable, may be chartered
BKOOK TKOUT WEIGHTS.
two rooms below. Both are to have the show people, did not put a damper upon for a trip.
Salmon are not the only fish that
customary wide piazzas. They also an their energies, as might be expected by
ticipate building a summer house near those who are not familiar with the en abound in Giand lake; for here are also R. N. Parish o f .Vlontville, Conn.,
the shore. The steamboat service will thusiasm of these people, and notwith many togue and the gamy square tailed
(lives His Record.
be regular and a team will meet trains standing the unfavorab'e conditions, the trout which rise during the warm
to take all parties direct to the camps.
show was in every way a great success, weather. Tiie salmon run about three
In response to our invitation tojreadto the gratification of all concerned. pounds in weight and are quite uniform
The exhibit of high bred dogs of all the in size. The trout aie not so even in ers to furnish us fish records, Mr. R. N.
Main street will present a better ap popular breeds was exceedingly large, size, ranging from three-quarters of a Parish of Montville, Conn., very kindly
pearance this summer than formerly. and the list prizes and their winhers was pouud to four or five. The togue run Iallows us to publish the results of his
The filling up of the hollow aud cutting long enough to fill an ordinary news as high as twenty poimds.
down of the hills, with new buildings paper column, the names of some of the
Another advantage of Grand lake is I fishing trips to Upper Dam from 1889 to
that are being erected will help matters most prominent fanciers and breeders in that although it is right in the heart of 1897 inclusive.
much. Ed Hoar has a nice shop close the country being included in the list the woods, it is not shut off from the i Mr. Parish writes us as follows:
to the post office building, where he will The following are the most prominent world as are so miuy fishing and hunt
“ The largest, 9 pounds, 11 ounces,
carry on his rod making and also have a of the prize winners: A. L. Goode won ing regions. In fAct there is a long dis
good supply of ready made rods on the Boston Terrier Club's breeder
tance telephone right in the heart of the taken in 1897, I think is the largest
hand. He will have in stock both split trophy, valued at $100, with his famous vil age so that one may communicate brook trout ever taken with artificial fly
bamboo and solid wood rods of many champion, Monte, and also won the with friends or his family as far away as i of which an exact weight was takeD,
grades and weight, all of his own make prize for the best kennel of four. The Boston. One gentleman last year caught and which is on record, with undoubted
and perfectly reliable. He will also re Ladies’ Kennel Association Harris and a big salmon near the boat slip and
pair rods and supply whole sections at Nixon cup (ffialleuge) for the best bull within five minutes of landing the fish witnesses to attest its weight. All my
short notice.
terrier, was won by Mrs. Richard Hard he was at the telephone telling his wife fish were taken with fly as I use no
other lure in Maine waters.”
ing Davis’s Edgewood Cold Steel. The of his big ca'ch.
Grand lake is not the only good fish
Pratt & McKeen have a photographic Lenox prize, a $50 cup offered by the
A few large brook trout from Rangeing
ground
for
here,
too,
is
situated
studio next to Hoar’s rod shop, where Hotel Lenox for the best pair of Boston
ley
waters:
Tunk
pond,
near
the
west
end
of
the
they will be prepared to do all kinds of terriers, was given to the well-known
At this 1889. July 3, 7 pounds, 10 ounces
photographic work from that of a sun Druid kennels.
Mr. Gilligan’s chain Washington County railroad.
set or storm on the Rangeley lakes to a pion Roxie won the $100 offered by place some very pretty strings of trout Total weight,6 pounds, 11 ounces
14 pounds, 5 ounces
photograph of the baby.
Thomas W. Lawson for the best Boston have been taken. There are also nu Average weight,
7 pounds, 2% ounces
merous
other
small
ponds,
which
fur
terrier, dog or bitch, in the show. The
1890 September, 7 pounds, 5 ounces
6 pounds, 4 ounces
The Frazar building is being finished $100 offered by the same donor for the nish sport for the angler.
7 pounds, 3 ounces
Some
of
the
lucky
anglers
and
their
on the ground floor. The floor will be best dog or bitch that had never wron a
6 pounds, 14 ounces
8 pounds, 14 ounces
of hard wood and the wainscoting and prize before, was taken by John Don catches here last spring are Percy L
weight,
36 pounds, 8 ounces
columns as well as the frame work over dero with Dondero’s Bonnie. The same Lord, Calais' May 7, 11 salmon, 1 togue; jI Total
Average weight,
7 pounds, 4 4-5 ounces
head will be of ash, all filled and var prizes w re offered for bulldogs, and S W Haycock and Clarence Trimble, j ISO“!. September, 8 pounds, 1 ounce
nished. Some four thousand pieces of were won by the famous Rodney Stone, Calais, May 8, 20 pounds of salmon
8 pounds, 8 ounces
16 pounds, 9 ounces
ash, each fifteen inches long, goes into Richard Croker, Jr.’s, dog, an(d Daly & each, four trout weighing 3%, 2)^, 2 ! Total weight,
j
Average
weight,
8 pounds, 4% ounces
and
pounds;
H
L
Wnite,
Cambridge,
this finish which gives it a rich and Lacy’ s Lady Constance. The club tank
Mass,
May
9,
12
salmon;
W
L
Eaton,
1896.
September,
6
pounds,
8 ounces
elegant appearance. The great stone ardjfor French bulldogs offered by the
6 pounds, 3 ounces
fireplace in the farther end opposite the French Bulldog club, was awarded to G. Calais, May 9, 15 salmon; George
6 pounds
N. Phelps’ Champion Rice. The club Downes, Calais, May 9, 9 salmon; Chas
6 poimds, 8 ounces
entrance is in itself well worth a visit.
25 pounds, 3 ounces
tankard for the best bitch, in the same Grant, St Stephen, May 9, 14 salmon; ITotal weight,
D. E. H e y w o o d .
|
Average
weight,
6 pounds, 4% ounces
Dr
Johnson,
Boston,
May
9,
22
salmon;
class, was awarded to W. G. Kendall’ s
F C Pote, Calais, and A C Lane, Boston, ! 1897. September, 8 pounds. 4 ounces
Melba.
8 pounds, 12 oucces
Bob Cat 21 Pounds.
9 pounds, 11 ounces
Included in the exhibit were several May 9, 13 salmon; Dr F L Shaw, Ma26 poimds, 11 ounces
chias, May 9, 13 salmon; Col C A Hop [ Total weight,
troops
of
trained
performing
dogs,
j Average weight,
8 poimds, 14 ounces
Mr. George Hanker of Eustis Ridge
which attracted a great deal of atten kins and party, Boston, May 8, 39 salm
LANDLOCKED SALMON,
had the good luck to secure a large loup- tion, and really were worthy of the no on ; Chas Grant, St Stephen, May 10, 8
1896. September 14, 8 poimds, 14 ounces
cervier one day last week. While going tice which was taken of them. Among salmon; Geo Downes, Calais, May 10, 6 j 1897.
September 23, 9 poimds, 3 ounces
salmon; Nelson J Adams, Calais, May
along the road about two weeks ago Mr* these were Mile. Morello, resplendent in 10, 9 salmon; Mr Ely, Boston, May 10,
a
very
brilliant
costume,
and
her
troupe
Hanker saw tracks near the road which
of performing prixe spaniels. It is diffi 11 salmon; L F Robinson, Boston, May
Salmou Fishing Opened.
looked much like those made by a loup- cult to say whether the wohian or her 10, 16 salmon; Dr E G Gardner, Boston,
cervier and knowing the habits of the animal friends attracted the greatest at May 26, 11 salmon; Win Pray and party
It fell to the lot of a Bangor woman
of four, May 26, 11 large salmon; W B
big cat that they will return by the same tention. There were two other troops Johnson, Boston, May 27, 9 salmon; to uphold the reputation of her sex for
road which they go, secured a smalj of performing dogs, well up to their David Forster, Malden, Mass, May 27, skillful angling by capturing the first
tricks, which were objects of much in
12 pound togue; Mr Dyer, Portland, salmon to be taken at the Bangor pool
steal trap and set it near the place where terest to all spectators.
May 27, 12 sa’ inon; II B Hunter, Bos this spring.
he had seen the track. The first few
ton, May 27, 11 salmon; J II McMann,
visits Mr. Hanker found the trap undis
The golfing season is near at hand in Milltown, 3 togue, one weighing 9^4
turbed, but when visiting the trap last Massachusetts, while it will probably be pounds; Dr F L Shaw, Machias, 20 Why Ho You Fake Haiue Woods?
Readers will gratify the management by
week found a good sized loupcervier se some time before this sport will be pounds of salmon, 1 fine togue; C C notifying
us when they remit whether they
much indulged in in your section of
curely held by the jaws of the trap. It Maine, and the links all through the Grant, Milltown, 20 pounds of salmon; take M a i n e W o o d s for news and stories about
S S Pineo, Milltown, and Custom Officer fish and game or for local news. We antici
only took a little tip across the ani state are being put in condition for the O’ Brien, 35 salmm; Greg Beckett, pate a separation of lists.
J. W. Br a c k e t t .
mal’s nose to put an end to him. The opening games, which will for the most Calais, 20 pounds of salmon; A L R
trophy was carried home and found to part be held on Friday, April 19, Patri Gardner, Dennysville, 20 pounds of
ots’ day, the first legal holiday in the
weigh 21 pounds. Mr. Alvin Savage spring months. Great preparations are salmon; F T Pote and friend, Calais, 35 To ¡Sportsmen.
The finest Salmon Fishing in Maine is in
purchased the animal and has sent it to being made for the opening events in salmon in two days; Judge W P White- Lake
Sebago, at Dingley Islands, Kettle
house, Augusta, 1 box of salmon; Hon
Boston and Cambridge and some excel S W Carr, Bowdoinham, 1 box of salm Cove, Bear Point and Songo, from about the
Skowhegan to be mounted.
lent sport is now looked forward to for on; Mrs S A Howe, Augusta, 1 box of 15tli of April, as soon as the ice leaves, until
1st. Salmon run from 2 to 30 pounds.
a week from next Friday. The first salmon; Hon F E Timberlake, Phillips, June
Red Spot Trout, 1 to 6 pounds.
Brown’s
Senator Quay Will Build a practice games of the season will be held 1 box of salmon; Hon C E Oak, Caribou, Cabin is centrally located at Kettle Cove, So.
Guides furnished.
this week, if the weather is favorable, 1 box of salmon; Hon H E Capen, Au Casco. Boats to let
$1.00 per day. Stage leaves P. O. Port
Cottage.
but there will be no public contests gusta, 1 box of salmon; ex-Gov Henry Terms,
land daily at 2 P. M. for Casco. Fine Bass
It is reported that Senator Matthew until the coming holiday, when it is ex B Cleaves, Portland, 1 box of salmon; Fishing. Bass Camp, Little Sebago Lake, No,
Windham, Me. We have a good fair house,
S. Quay of Pennsylvania, who spent pected that all the crack players of Hon J E Murphy, Waterville, 1 box of open
about June 14, on the Island in the cen
several weeks in the woods of central Massachusetts will be in good form, and salmon; Commissioner L T Carleton, 1 tral part o f the lake. Fair accommodations
Maine last season on the Ashland some excellent plays and sharp compe box of salmon; George Downes, Calais, for a few boarders. Meals furnished; also
boats, guides, tents, etc., to let. Par
branch, is to build a cottage this season tition are looked forward to. Much en 1 box of salmon; Nelson J Adams, rooms,
ties wholly provided for on request.
thusiasm over the game is expressed Calais, 1 bqx of salmon.
at Moosehead lake.
L. B. NASON, Box 5, No. Windham, Me.

A GOOD ANGLING RECORD.

Shot Shells Loaded to Order.
AND

Smokeless
Powder
For Shot Buns and Rifles.
For sale by

J. C. Corson,
E. I

W ilton, Me.

D U P O N T de N E M O U R S & C O ., W ilm in g to n , Delaware.

Goin’ Campin’ this Summer?
Do You Ever Get Tired?
“ Stored Energy” is a Concentrated Food, quickly allays fatigue, in
box, fits the pocket, by mail io cents.
pockety 30 cents.

“ Coflee J e ll” 30 cups in T u b e , fits

W rite us,

P el o ub et
69 Barclay Street,

M anufacturing
-

C o ,,
N ew York.

E . M. W H IT E ,

T A X I D E R M I S T S
TAXIDERMIST. Trout flezzo, the only ar
tistic method of mounting fish by which the
natural color is preserved. Work of every
description done in the highest style o f the
art
J W aldo Nash , Norway, Maine
COCKER SPANIELS FOR SALE.
Liver White and ticked Cocker Spaniel
Dogs and Pups Beauties.
J. A. KING,
Holeb. Maine.

OLD TO W N , M E .

MANUFACTURER

of

FINE CAN V A S CANOES,
made with cedar ribs and linings, free from all im
perfections and second to none in the market. A1
sizes built to order and those not in stock, will be made
at short notice. Also manufactures poles, paddles,
chairs, etc.

M O R R IS C A N V A S CANOES.
D M flM iin iiiiiB ;

Wanted.
To purchase some desirable property In the
line of Spor* ing Camps. Anyone having such
for immediaie sale please wr*te terms and
particulars, addressing Ma in e W oods I n 
formation Bu r e a u , Phillips, Me.

Send for Catalogue. B. N. HORRIS, Veazie, Me.

H. M . B A R R E T T , W e l d , M e .
Builder of FIN E C ED A R B O ATS.
ISP“ Write for price list and descriptive
Catalogue.

COMPACT, POWERFUL.
Cooks Anywhere.
THE

KHOTAL
Camp Stove.

Built to last a life
time
Burns ordi
nary kerosene with
out wick, smoke or
soot. No smell, no
wet wood.
Ho
meals and sol i d
com fort Heat reg
ulated by self clean
ing need'e v a l'e , from a gm tle simmering
warmth to a temperature o f 2000 ^ Fahren
heit Send for catalogue No. 3.

E. S. T W A D D L E ,
BOATS AND CANOES, WELD, MAINE.
f t ) TP—Four Dollar Hunting Coat free! Send si*
i n L L Cents in Stamps for samp e and full par
ticulars. E. Parisen, 171 Covert St., Brooklyn, if. Y.

Hand Made
T r o u t and
S a l m o n Flies,
Double Snell and Hook
Best wearing FLY made.
HRS. H. H DILL, Rangeley, /Talne.

Log

Cabins

a Specialty.

Geo. H. Snowman,

TH E HYDROCARBON BURNER CO
197 Fulton S t ., New York.

Rangeley Lakes,
Rangeley, Haine,

B o sto n -T H E GLOBE G A SLIG H T CO.
7 7 and 79 Uni9n Street.

Contractor Jk
j * and Builder.

Dr. Cantrell’ s

A. J.

3

TUBULAR FLIES
SOME ADVANTAGES.
A doubtful hook or snell need never be
used. The ily will fit hooks o f three sizes.
It may be adjusted to any position on the
li >ok, at right angles to or masking the barb
The method of tying them on a flanged tube
makes them more durab e than any other
tiles- They take up only one quarter* of the
space in tlie Fly hook of the ordinary fly.
The gut can be soaked before using without
wetting the liv. Send $1.00 for sample Hies
on celluloid card and hooks in case. Sta e
size. Descriptive circular and price list on
application.
Tubular Fly Co., 54 McDonough St., Brook
lyn, N, Y.

HALEY,

C o n t r a c t o r a n d B u il d e r.
Y ea rs of experience
in the Rangeley Lake
region in the construc
tion o f cabins, cottages
and
hotels,
which I
take pleasure in referring to as the
best class o f work that has been
done in this region.
C am ps and
cabins a specialty
F or further information appi)7 to
A . J. J Ia l e y ,

R a n geley , M e .

Big Money In Belgin Hares
Can he raised anywhere. Men, women,
girls, boys, farmers, poultry men, anyone,
can make money raising hares, send 2-cent
stamp for circular, tells how to make $1,000 a
year right at home. Our strains are the
finest in the world, prices moderate. Boys
and girls don’t turn your back on a good
profitable business.
StandardJBelgian Hare Co*
C. W. Pr ice , M. D., Pres. Official' Judge
and Scorer. A. B. H. R. Asso.
Richmond, Me.

FOR

* * *

SALE.
The

famous

Knowlton

Sulphur Springs.
Strong,

M ain e,

Soda and

Situated in South
about

three

miles

from the picturesque little village o f
Strong.
EUROPEAN PLAN. Special Breakfast
at 40 cts. and table d’hote dinner 50 cts.
Electric Lights.
Steam Heating.
CENTRALLY LOCATED.

The water from these springs is of
exceptional purity and
usual medicinal

contains un

properties.

A sure

cure for Dyspepsia, Piles, Stomachy
Liver and Kidney Troubles.
For circulars, analysis, testimoni
als and any further
dress,
One Person, 81.00 per day and upward.
Tivo Persons, $1.50 per day and upward.
From South Terminal,—Take North Sta
tion Cars to Elm St.
From Nortli Station,—Take Subway Cars
to Scollay Sq., or surface cars to Elm St.
C. A. JONES, Prop.

The Brook Trout and the
Determined Angler.
By Chas. Barker Bradford.

A L it e r a r y Gem —The most successful book
on gentle fishing since Izaak Walton
gave us the Complete Angler.
“ The most pleasantly written, the most
sensible and practical and instructive vol
ume I have ever seen of Its kind,” —Grover
Cleveland.
“ Fully deserves this endorsement.” —N. Y.
Herald, September 22,1900.
A genuine bit of literature for the gentle
man’ s library. Illustrated.
All cloth bound copies, price 60 cts. With
Main e W oods, one year, $1.50 address
orders to J. W Brackett, Phillips, Me

information, ad

J. B. K N O W L TO N ,
Proprietor,
S TR O N C , • M A IN E.

MAINE
S P O R T S M E N ’S

SU P P LIES.

♦♦♦ ♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

IE S

S P O R T S M E N ’S

S U P P L IE S .

♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦ ♦ <>♦♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ <

ILAFUN & RAND Smokeless Powder,

—
»

*

T H E 1901 W I N N E R O F T H E

WOODS,

MY FIRST BEAR.
------ r i
Took Seven Bullets to Stop Ilie
Animal.

Hide Result o f Trip.

Salmon River.

$

Jackman’s New Hotel.

Perhaps you never lieerd uv It, ’at silv’ry
stream of mine,
Which tilinks all day In a drowsy way, while
lilies bloom an’ shine;
M r . Fred Henderson wishes to announce to friends, patrons and a 1
It ain’ t In all the jojrgerfrys, its some too
small, I s’ pese,
It’s way down In Oonneltyeut, where wooden true sportsmen that he will open a new hotel in Jackman, Maine, for th e
nutmegs grows.

This

hotel will b e

It wiggles front amongst the hills fur up befirst-class in every respect.
yend the town,
Then laughs an’ groans o’er roots an’ stones,
T h e first floor will consist o f Office, Private Office, Reading R o o m ,
an’ tushes madly down
Till by an’ by it stretches out to meet the ebb
etc. The second floor will comprise Ladies’ Parlor, Bath Room and Sleep
an’ How,
Then marches back an’ forth all day line reg- ing Room s.
’lar soldiers go.

L isbon Falls , Me., April 9, 1901.
A good livery will be connected with the house.
Excellent spring;
It was in the month of November, Upon the sunny wes'ern slope my boyhood
homestead stands,
1891. I had just closed a very arduous A tangled
mess uv loveliness, the toil o f lov water will be furnished the guests, in fact, everything will be .combined to
in’ hands;
term in the academy at Lee, in Penob
make this an ideal spot for casting the fly or for repose during the warm
Silver Cup and $ 6 0 0 c a s h as first prize w o n by
An’ from the summit uv the hill is spread be
scot county, Maine, and was soon to re
fore my eyes
summer months. I shall he prepared to furnish sportsmen with all neces
an amateur, M r . E. C. C ri f fe th , P a s c o a g ,
spectacle uv land an’ water par
turn home for Thanksgiving. Wishing A gorgeous
rerdise.
sities for camping either for hunting or fishing. This hotel is located in
to take home some venison I secured a
R. I. His p o w d e r c h a r g e w a s
I know Jest where the Ashes live, an’ where the center of a vast hunting and fishing region and anyone desiring early
well-known guide by the name of Horace
the lilies grow,
the birds talk lovin’ words, an’ fishing will do well to visit Jackman.
From the hotel one can canoe yo
Cushman, and early one morning we An’ where
where the muskrats g o ;
started for the “ Old Carry farm,” a I know where rests the eagle bald, the hawk miles through lakes and rivers where the scenery is unsurpassed in M aine.
an’ Asher-klng,
place some five or six miles distant in An’ where to find new wintergreen, an’
This house will be open from M ay ist to Dec. 15th and will be run in
where the wild grapes cling.
Loaded in a m e d i u m g r a d e shell.
the forest.
connection with the Heald Pond Camps.
Cushman carried an old Sharps reli Alt’ on the moss-grown bank I set an’ watch
For further information, address,
the mirrored skies,
able, single shot rifie, 45 caliber, a veri Each great white boat in cloudland float be
fore
my
raptured
eyes.
table cannon both in weight and effec Bill Shakespeare never loved his stream no
bettei’n I love mine,
tiveness. My own gun, in which I
blinks all day in a drowsy way where
placed great confidence was a Win Whichlilies
bloom an’ shine.
chester repeater, 88-56.
—J oe Cone , in Field and Stream.
We had tramped over the frozen
ground for several miles when Cushman
X 99 C E D A R S T R E E T ,
POT HUNTER STYLE.
N E W YORK C ITY.
called a halt and sticking up an old
and held him down till he had killed the
♦
To an April River.
jack-knife for a mark we tested our
f
♦ sights with a few shots, then hastened
moose by biting his neck. The hull
(Written for the Main e Woods )
Border’s Bear Cub Experience
had as he expressed it, flounced around
on toward our destination. We started
I sit before my camp tonight
Comm ended by N. Y. Hunter.
Ancl watch the whirling tide,
up a pair of ruffed grouse on our way in
over quite a space on his side, but never
As fortune wills my camp is pitched
and my guide shot one with his revolver
MAY BE ONE-EIGHTH WOLF.
regained his feet. The bear made a
Upon the river’s side,
N
ew Y ork City , Apr. 2, 1901.
Successful Fishing Trip.
and took it along for dinner. Besides
And ever and anon I see
small track and was evidently not over
an occasional bear sign or sniff of a deer, To the Editor of the Maine Woods:
Upon the nirface pass,
[Special correspondence to the M a in e W oods .]
A field of ice, a broken floe,
Would as Soon Call It a Belgian
two years old, while the moose had nine
which Cushman positively claimed he
There
appeared
in
your
issue
of
An
angry
grinding
mass.
K in g fie ld , Me ., April 3, 1901.
could detect at quite a distance, we had
prongs on each horn.
March 29, a letter from California,
Hare as a Wolf.
I bear about on every side
Tim pond, the popular hunting and no further excitement that day and
Jonathan Darling told me then, when
The
welcome
cry
of
spring,
signed
Seward
Dill.
It
so
nearly
ap
[Special correspondence to the Maine Woods] fishing resort in the Dead River region, toward evening arrived at a logging
For April lias again arrived,
going
up a branch of the Aroostook, o a
proaches the “ pot hunter” style of
is one of the most boautifnl lakes in camp, where we were to stay nights.
Familiar voices ring.
N e w p o r t , M e ., April 9, 1601.
The booming flood, the melting snow, coming round a bend, he came upon a
Maine; surrounded by a chain of beau
The following day we scoured the story that a few words on the subject at
The distant waterfall,
Please include me among the ninety- tiful mountains and hills, twelve miles surrounding country in vain, only find
she bear and two cubs feeding on a cow
Proclaim anew that spring lias come
this time may not be out of place.
To shine upon us all.
nine who would call the cut in your last from Stratton. The pond abounds in ing a few' signs, but not a shot at so
moose just kil’ed. He said that the
The
Phillips
Phonograph,
more
re
week’s paper a dog. If restricted in my trout of the finest quality, and the much as a squirrel. But toward even cently known as the Maine W oods, has
bank was quite high and the bear had
From
off
the
river
on
my
face
woods is a paradise for game of all ing of the next day as we were beat ng
I feel U e balmy breeze;
choice of names for it to a wolf or a kinds, such as dear, moose, partridge, back to camp after a long and tiresome always taught and upheld the best and
evidently jumped from the bank upon
I hear around in music sweet
The murmur of the trees.
Belg’au hare I should certainly call it fox, and bear. The proprietor, Julian jaunt, we were suddenly brought to our npblest principles of true sporstmanship,
the moose which was feeding in th e
Now comes a breeze from off the snow
the latter, as some of the scrub bred K. Viles, is a man who kuows how to senses by a crashing of the dead leaves and has drawn the line of demarcation
water.
As cold and chill as death,
And then another one I feel
ones do have pendulous ears; but a protect his guests, and see to their com at some distance ahead. We had barely very sharply between “ pot hunting” or
I have known several cases wliera
As of a lion’s breath.
fort. His wisdom is displayed in pro time to catch a glimpse of three deer
lop-eared wolf—never. I should as soon viding one of the best cooks in Maine. before they disappeared over a ridge.
bears have come to persons calling
slaughter and the pleasure of legitimate
This angry stream of melting snow
expect to see an elephant with ears And we must say her biscuit are delic
moose, evidently expecting to catch the
Still rushes swiftly on,
While we were blessing the luck and hunting and fishing, as with but few ex
From morning bright till late at night, moose. If any more proof is needed I
erect. The wolves left this state in ’64, ious, and those fried trout, and trout before the leaves had hardly settled in ceptions is generally indulged in in
From late at night till morn,
And on its bosom swiftly bourne,
while 1 was in the Uuited States service. chowders, will make one’s mouth water the wake of the deer, another dark Maine.
will say that among the hundreds o i
for another chance to visit this delight
The winter fragments ride,
Previous to that time I
hunted ful spot. We started from Stratton in object suddenly bounded into view from
moose hides I have had tanned by th®
And hurry from our land of spring
Mr. Dill has omitted to say how many
the same place where the ¿leer had gone
Upon its boiling tide.
among them for 20 years. They were the morning over a good road for six and dashed away in an opposite direc gunners made up the party in question.
Indians, I have seen quite a number
nearly as^ plenty as the deer. I have miles and then struck the wood road tion. Like a flash my guide threw his
It slowly mounts the banks around,
which showed plainly where a bear had
Assuming
that
the
number
was
either
While seeking for its prey,
seen as many as eight together within into the camp.
rifle to his face and fired. I had hardly
seized
them on each side of the hips,
And
soon
frt
m
out
its
hiding
place
four rods of me; have killed and skinned
Our genial driver, Gus. Wyman of decided that it was a bear when the many or few, the lesson to be drawn
Its victim drags away,
and every claw mark showed for from a
them, and made so close a study of their Stratton, with his span of horses was guide’ s ball struck him and down he from the respective cases would not
And utilizing everything
Its body to expand,
habits and form that I could tell their fully equal to the emergency. And went, with a squeal of pain, end over seem in my judgment to be creditable
foot to 18 inches in length. In m ost
It, sallies forth into the main
track from a dog’s of the same size at a when we struck the wood road and that end.
cases when the first grip failed to hold,
to this party, for if the former case is
Aud hurries from the land.
glance.
buckboard began to buck, our appetites
they had been seized a second or third
I could scarcely believe my eyes that true, a band of hunters of sufficient size
O river never cease to rest I
If Mr. Smith’s communication was began to increase and our hearty break Cushman had really hit that jumping, could be gathered together to surround
But labor night and day,
time, and where the claw marks came
not dated April 1st, we should have to fast began to give way for the splendid wabbling thing, tearing along through the game of a certain section, giviDg it
Until upon thy friendly breast
together on the lower part of the thigh
Tlie winter glides away.
accept it as a fact that this animal was dinner that awaited us at the end of our the heavy hardwood growth, 150 yards absolutely no chance of escape. Is this
But clear the way for summer breeze, the scars were one or two inches wide.
captured in a wild state and is undoubt journey. The way those fried trout dis away. In an instant the animal was on sportsmanship? On the other hand, if
And fragrant blooming flowers,
edly descended from a wolf, but there appeared and those biscuits vanished, his feet and making directly toward us. the party was few in number, the lesson
For nodding trees, and buzzing bees,
We have no animal except a bear which
And summer’s sunny hours.
is not a trace of the form remaining; was a grand testimonial of the ability of his head dropped low and at every^ leap to be drawn is not pleasing, for it would
could do this, and these moose were
D. E. H eyw o o d .
but some of the color still clings to him. the cook, and the generosity of the host. uttering a vicious snort, but with his seem to me that the hunters either shot
seized when standing and the long
Note the convex line of the cheek, the
Our party consisted of Dr. J. C. right hind leg helplessly flopping at for the hides alone, or for a bounty (if
drooping mouth and pendulous lips, and Briggs of Somerville, Mass., Rev. C. E. his side. The first shot had broken his there is any in that state.) In either of
gashes showed they were trying to es
compare it with the head of a wolf, with Wiley, of Lynn, Mass., Mr. Moore of hip. He knew a good thing and where these latter cases, the trip was for
cape. No one who knows anything o i
its pointed and erect ears, concave out> Boston, and the writer. After dinner to come for more.
pleasure per se, and no mention is made
the quickness of a bear will question
line, sharp nose, and mouth shutting in we started out on the lake, and in four
Breathlessly we awaited him, with of the disposition of a single pound of
that where and escaped, many were
as straight a line as the jaws of a steel hours our party had landed over a hun
meat. Perhaps the trip was only to
trap, with about as much overhang to dred fine, red salmon trout, that would rifles cocked and ready, Cushman a few I test the efficiency of certain guns, prob- Bears Known to Kill Moose and seized who -were not so fortunate.
steps
in
advance,
on
a
little
knoll,
every
the lips.
In regard to their carrying off deer ter
satisfy the most, fastidious admirer of muscle in his body a3 rigid as steel. I 1ably large bore shotguns loaded with
Carry Away Deer.
It is a well authenticated fact that tlie trout family. After 14 days in the sprang back a few yards out of the ani buckshot. Is this true sportsmanship?
quiet places before eating them. I once
My
feelings,
on
reading
the
letter
of
wolves and dogs will interbreed. I have Evangelical camp meeting at Strong and mal’s course, and dropped on my knee
about the first of June, found where a
seen scores of these mongrels among the Eustis last September, this delightful with finger on the trigger. Cushman Mr. Dill, were such as would naturally Well Known Writer Relates In
bear had taken a very large buck which
Piute In d ia n s , crossed from the coyote trip was thoroughly enjoyed by the never stirred from his tracks, but as the be aroused, if a party of men should
was lying near an old logging road. I
(a species ofj wolf) and a few in this brethren. And we would say to any great shaggy brute dashed by him with visit Maine (my oi l stamping ground)
stances
o
f
Which
He
Knows.
state half breeds fr >m the native wolf, one desiting a trip to Maine either Ash in six feet, “ Woosh !” he shouted, jab and use dynamite or a net for catching
followed a long ways where he had
trout
in
any
of
those
well
stocked
lakes
but never saw one with a drm ping ear ing or%bunting, do not fail to go to Tim bing so excitedly at the brute with his
B r e w e r , M e ., April 10, 1901.
dragged the deer. In several places
and do not believe that they ever do pond. The trout are of the red salngon rifle that he came near falling right and streams.
To
The
Editor
of the Maine Woods:
where the deer had caught on firs as
Every
game
section
of
our
country
drop, before third cross ug, which would kind, and are the finest eating of any we upon him. But the next instant a
make them oae-eiglnh wolf which is all ever tried. And the accommodations bullet from the old “ cannon” was tear will shortly learn the monetary value of
As you wish me to state some in large as ones wr?st they had been torn
I would ctftice ie this animal to be.
for good living and good beds are of the ing through him from end to end, fol |its game, and the desirab'lity of its pro stances of bears killing moose, and also out by the roots. I found the deer
Penobscot.
best.
J. A . W a r d .
lowed by mine at broadside, but o d tection within reasonable limitations. of their carrying away deer before eat lying on the edge of a gully. I went to
bruin never hesitated or swerved from There are those who don’ t caie whether ing them, I will give you two instances. the house of a farmer who hunted som e
the coming generation nave a chance in
his course.
the proper pleasures of the chase, perIn the fall of 1859, I carried William and told him where to find the deer,
An old^ treetop that lay^ in his path j f l a p s they are only thoughtless.
checked
for -an
i j him
i
c„.
- instant. °Seizing
j wouId neversend for print such anar- H. Staples to Chesuncook in my canoe, aud he set for the hear and caught him .
Mr. D. P. Wood, formerly of Baskethe opportunity we pumped the lead int ■ ticle as appears over Mr. Dill’s name, as I was on my way to Caucomgomock
the brush till the air was thick with unless to call attention to what a certain for a fall hunt. Mr. Staples joined his hegan, (Drew Plantation I think it was
smoke. Slacking fire I heard the blood class of men can do, in the hope of stir partner, Allen B. Farrar at Chamber- called) told me that he shot a large deer
splashing on the leaves at every heart ring legislation, or popular sentiment
lain. On coming out of the woods after near the edge of an old field—while he
beat, and a gurgling gasping sound. against such acts.
•
“ Give it to him ! Give it to him! yelled
I join with Mr. Dill in saying, “ Good the hunt was over I saw them both and was gone for a team to haul the deer
CushmaD, still loading and firing into for you Border,” but my reason is this, both told me, that in November when h o m e -a bear carried the deer off by
the brush. Next instant the maddened Mr. Border got the cub, that’s what he there was several inches of snow, Mr. walking on his hind feet so that
brute dashed out into view straight wanted, he didn’ t shoot the whole bear
towards us. Butin vain! That rush was family to accomplish this end, while Mr. Staples found where a bear had crept although he searched a long time he
his last. The next shot caught him Dill says “ When we go hunting for wild up to a large bull moose which was could not find a trace of it.
above the eye and over he went to stay. animals, this is the way we do it,” then lying down, had jumped upon his neck
M. H a r d y .
Then followed a scene which I never follows the slaughter, whic in a mild
shall forget. Cushman threw himself Avav I have taken exceptions to.
He
on the ground and laughed and hooted doesn’t say he was a member of this
and groaned and rolled about, till I particular party, and I trust he wasn’t.
began to fear the man had gone mad. I believe that at heart he isn’ t fully sat
When he had cooled off enough to isfied with this style of hunting. If he
speak, he said, in answer to my solicita stops to think, he will certa’ nly come to
tions, that he was laughing to see me the conclusion that there can be but one
“ run.” I knew nothing about it but result, as far as the game is concerned.
prqbably he bad glanced about at the If there is in this case the extenuating
moment I jumped back out of the bear’ s circumstance that live stock owners
path, so thought I was looking for have suffered, he should certainly have
timber. I was avenged however, when mentioned it. Otherwise, this “ record
he admitted that his own hat did start of a day’s huntiug” has little to recom
skyward about the time he was trying mend it, and in my judgment much to
to bayonet the bear.
censure. For many years I have gone to
When we stretched the old chap out, Maine for the late fishing and early
Young Spoitsmai —“ Hullo, Jay! Don’ t
“ Yes, a little. For instance, there’ s a 1 began to realize why Cushman had hunting, and on mauy occasions could
suppose there’s any game «wound heah, squirrel But be careful with your gun, done so much shooting. A swing from have shot from fifteen to twenty-five
do you?’’
boy! You hit my hat that time. But| that great fore arm with those long deer in a single day. Leaving the ques
never mind; and —
grapple-hook claws would have taken tion of being liable under the law out of
the run all otft of both of us. It was the equation, I cannot imagine a set of
all we could do to lift the body from the conditions under which I could want to
dispatch them all, or be proud of the
ground.
..iifiiim/«*1
We found seven bullets had entered feat, if accomplished. During a recent
»im**
his body, each wound up in a great wad trip in Maine, I saw four moose in a sin
of hair. Getting some help from camp gle forenoon, and as many more shortly
we took the carcass to an old barn near afteiward, but had no desire to drop
“ Now, Julius, when yo’ see a rabbit’s tracks leadin’ inter a holler log, what7a
by, and next day continued our hunt them all. The game laws in Maine are de conclushuD?”
for a deer. We did not get it, although liberal, and afford the true sportsman all
“ Dunno, pop.”
Cushman paunqlied a doe so that we he usually desires. I have hunted in
“ Boy, hain’ t yo’ got no sense in yo’r head? Dar’ s de tracks, an’ dar’s de holler
found shreds of tallow on the bushes. Africa, Turkey, in the West Indies, and
It came off warm for several days and in our Northern Woods, and have al log, an’ de conclushun am—”
our bear meat spoiled. Then as I had ways taken great pleasure in this sport;
to hurry home I let Cushman take off but I believe this is largely due to the
the hide and send it down to Lewision fact that I did not slaughter everything
by express. I took it to a dealer and in sight, but was better satisfied with
got $25.00 for it quick, besides the the reasonable and proper amount, as
bounty, which I afterwards collected, laid down by the law, in the respective
making $30.00 in all, besides some lively places.
Mr. Dill concludes by saying “ How is
sport not soon to be forgotten.
this, Mr. Brackett?” While the ques
Am ateur.
tion itself is personal, a general answer
has been made possible by inserting the
in your paper.
^
Game Items From All Around. article
I hope Mr. Dill will look at the matter
It is claimed that in some sections of ¡ d a different light.
Yours truly,
Maine house cats that were once domes
Reon Ba r n e s, Jr .
ticated have been left by cottagers and
are depleting the game supply. Their ef
N ew A d v e r t is e m e n t s .
“ Now just stand still long enough fer forts are confined mostly to mink,
—and there’s a raobit right under your
H. M. Barrett, boat builder of Weld,
me ter tell ye somethin’ . Don’ t get so ex muskrats and rabbits.
feet.”
changes his ad.
cited when you find what you’ re lookin’
L.
B. Nason, North Windham, pro
fer. I won’ t charge ye anythin’ fer the
— to »? '
—
Wolves have inhabited the east coast prietor of Brown’ s Cabins, inserts an ad.
« r «tau*
**
hat, hut that hog will be $10 and no dis
of Greenland for comparatively few
J.
P. Haynes, proprietor of Burnham
count.”
“ De conclu8hum am a ba’r, pop!”
Cottage at Pine Point, changes his ad.
years. They follow the musk oxen.
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accommodation of sportsmen and summer boarders.

Lots of Sport iind a Good Bear
(Written for Main e Woods.)
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MAINE WOODS EXPERIENCES.

back at his old trick of “ bummipg a
chew.”
But that is another story.

T R A N S P O R T A T I O N

One of the men who stays longest by
the dying city of slabs is Mr. Willis P.
Eaton, who has been the resident clerk
of the company since the first. To him
falls the work of closing up the busi
ness and it is in good hands for there
are few better accountants in the state
and none more faithful to the interests
of their employers. It was not a cheer
ful prospect that faced him, to drop
fr m a Massachusetts city to the aloneness of a Maine lumber settlement, but
he took it cheerily. And during the
years that he has stood at his post he
has made a countless number of warm
friends not only iu the towns of North
Franklin but in the state at large and
with the traveling public who have
enjoyed his hospit. lity at one time or
another. His dej arture will be sincere
ly regretted as will that of his charming
wife, who has kept his. house and home
for him in the wilderness. —Special cor
respondent, Lewiston Journal.

S A N D Y R I V E R R. R.

FRANKLIN & MEGAN TIC R. R.

WESTON I EM IS Pres.

Two Freight Trains In Operation
Making One or Two Trips.
More freight is being transported over
the Franklin & Megantic railroad this
year than ever before since the building
of the railroad.
At present the company have two
freight trains in operation and these are
making from one to two trips each day
and hauling anywhere from twenty-five
to sixty ears of freight daily. These
trains are iu charge of Messrs. Ed.
Taylor and Will Corson and under them
are *eu meu who are used about the
Hhimu»
The greater amount of this freight is
coming from the Crockertown Lumber
company and is being snipped to Pejepscot. The Franklin & Megantic railload have a contract to supply the
Crockertown LumberiCo., with 25 cars
for freight daily.
Jenkins, Bogert & company
are
shipping over this road five or six cars
of poplar each day. This lumber goes
to the Cumberland mills.
Mr. Carl Lewis is shipping about ten
cars of wood over the road each week.
Mark Thompson is getting out a large
quantity of ash and shipping from two
to three cars a day.
At Salem, Elias Thomas of Portland
has been shipping to Forster of Strong,
from five to six cars of birch, daily.
On the Gilbert branch above Salem,
Mr. Fred Ellsworth of Salem has about
250 cords of white birch which will go
over this line.
At Kiugfield is shipped to tbe Htisc
Spool and bobbin Co., from two to
three cars of lumber daily.
Nearly all this freight has to pass,
over the Sandy River rai'road to Farm
ington, where it is trausfered to the
Maine Central railroad. About ten men
are kept busy on this work.

Mr. Phillips Still Holds
Woods Badge.

Maine

Saturday afternoon, in accordance
with the challenge to shoot, by Weston
Lufkin of Madrid to Frank Phillips ot
Phillips, the contestants met at the
Phillips 100-yard rifle range and shot off
a score of twenty-five shots for the
M a in e W oods target badge. This is
the third time that Mr. Phillips has re
ceived a challenge for this badge and
each time accepting has carried off the
trophy, holding it last Saturday on a
score of 167. The score made by Mr.
Lufkin was 152. Mr. Isaac Smith made
a score of 144, Charles Hammons, 129,
Lester Currier, 153.
T R A N S P O R T A T I O N

FRANKLIN & MEGANTIC RY.

Shortest and easiest route to Eustis and Dea>
River region.

Ill Effect Nov. 7, 1900.
SOUTH.
Bigelow, lv
Uai rabassett,
(ar
Kingfield, (
( lv
Salem,
Strong, ar
NORTH.
Strong, lv
Salem,
Kingfield, j,ayr
Carrabassett,
Bigelow, ar

AM

7 00
7 20
45
AM
8 15
8 40
- 9 00
9 15
9 45
10 15

AM
11 00
11 25
11 55
PM
1 00
1 20
1 46
PM
6 10
5 35
5 55

conductor. »Mixed trains.
Close connection is made at Strom/ wi
trains to and from Phillips, Farmington Po
land and Boston.
’
Stage connections at Carrabasset for Kim
and Dead River Region.
GEO. M. VOSE. SUPERINTENDENT.

TEAMS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

TIM E

-

TABLE.

Monday, Oct . 8,1900

*

North.

Farm ington....... .. lv

Tr’ 11 1 Tr’n3 Tr’n 6
A. M. P. M. P. M.
10 30 1210

4 40

So. Strong;..........
ar
Strong.................. (1 lv
P h illip s,.............

S o u t h.

11 35 12 42 5 10
12 00 1 00 5 30
Tr’ nä Tr’ n4
A. M. A. M.

CD .
f i»
£ a¡

couple of rabbits, a big owl, a weasel
RAILROAD ’ ROUND THE HILL.
and a tisiier. Dan says this is a remark
ably small haul for a tr p over that
route, but it would be very likely to be
Two Months o f Very Successful more than made up for next time. The Lumber on Redington May Be
tiaveiing was slow, and it was alter
Published W eekly at Phillips, He
Hunting In Northern Maine,
Sawed With Portable.
dark when wo reached camp.
We
found John ahead of us, wnli agood
News of the North Haine Woods Enjoyed by a Party o f Boston tire going and supper nearly ready, aud Mill Hand Who Finally Bought a
were far from being soiry. John’ s trip
and Country.
Newspaper Men.
had been more successful than \ours,
Piece o f B-L.
and he had a dozen or so pelts of fox,
It
is
said
that
another seasou will see
and otter to the store. This was
Advance Subscription Rates.
Fishing Also Formed a Pleasant sable
the
spruce
going
down on the other side
. $ 1.00
a
Saturday
mgbt,
and
as
a
storm
was
O r« Year,...........
....50
brewing, it was decided that the next of the Redington mountains. The mills
Six Months,......
Feature o f the Trip.
... .25
day should be spent entirely at the home at Redington have eaten up all that cau
Three Months,..BY H. L. GOODWIN.
__ 3c
camp, in story telling and general idle
Single Copies,.,.
ness, for hunters and trappers like an find its way to their saws, and business
Subscription price when not paid within
(Continued.)
occasional rest, as well as other people. is rapidly being closed at that point.
chree months, $1.50 a year.
“ In pelts there is quite a variety, in
“ As had been predicted, Sunday Most people believed lhat the closure of
Credit for remittance on subscriptions Is cluding the hides of six black bears, a proved a stormy day, and as we are ad these mills would be the end of all lum
*iven on yellow slip on paper. It this is not moose and three or four deer which had obliged to stay indoors, we will induce
bering in this section—but the new plan
forrect notify the Maine Woods. We do not
been shot back in December. There Dan to tell us oue or more of his experi says no.
mall receipts.
The Main e W oods is glad to receive com were a number of fox pelts, including a ences. He is willing ty accommodate
The report now is that the Phillips A
us, and here is his story:
munications from its readers upon topicsi of
oublie Interest, hut the name of the author silver gray which is very valuable and
“ ‘ Beavering used to be quite an in ; Rangeley will make a log extension railmust in all instances accompany «^ com m u n  some marten and fisher and one or two
dustry among many of the old trappers, : way round the pond, through.the sag in
ication, not necessarily tor publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.
otter. Of beaver there are none but our when beaver were more numerous than the mountain chain, and so round into
The Main e Woods does not hold itself reat the present time, aud the business
4pons lb le for, nor does it necessarily endorse friends have found several big beaver was cariied on ooth in the spring and the valley that lies over the hills, across
the views of Its correspomleuts.
dams and expect to get a good many of
fall. In the fall it was done by follow the pond from the present mill site. It
When ordering the address of your paper
changed!please .pire the old as well as new these valuable pelts in the spring after ing up the different streams, keeping was commonly supposed that this tim
it becomes legal to trap and kill- them olose to'tliQ bank, through the alders, ber was inaccessible, but in these days
address.
Remember that the publisher must lie
mud and water, which was very slow
no tilled by letter when a subscriber wishes The time was when beaver were very and laborious business, as a man cannot when the railroads can go where the log
his paper stopped. All arrearages must be plentiful in Maine, but they were
cover but a very few miles of such trav drivers cannot-, there is little which can
paid.
The price ot $1.00 per year for lh « Main e trapped both spring and fall for many eling in a day. Besides, he must carry come under that head.
The plan is
W oods applies onl)) to subscriptions paid in ad years uutil they became very scarce. his whole outfit on his b«*ck. When a
that of Calvin Putnam of Danvers, the
vance. All arrearages must be paid at therate
whole
of $1.50 a year, Do not expect any deviation They have now had five or six years of
Massachusetts capitalist who has been
from this rule.
protection and have increased wonder
Fam ily of Beaver Is Discovered,
behind the Redington move from the
J. W. BRACKETT, Publisher.
fully. Dan was a very successful trap he halts, erects a rude shelter and sets first, and iu whose honor the first big
per of beaver for a number of years and his traps. Unless there are other
The Edition o f Maine Woods as he is a good story teller I have no beaver near, he generally siays j witli mogul locomotive that ever went onto
narrow guag iron in Franklin county,
doubt that we shall hear some very in those for two or turee days, or ui.til he was named.
This Week is 3,840.
has captured some ot them, when he
teresting tales of beaver trapping during moves on, leaving some traps still set,
Mr. Putnam is a man pf progressive
our stay in the woods. We want to for any that had become wnd and could ideas and iu their accomplishment he
FRIDAY, APRIL 12,1901.
not
be
taken
at
first.
This
sort
ol
busi
learn all we can, and I think I shall be
now has the activity of Fletcher Pope,
able to draw some very good stories out ness was quite pleasant, unless theie the vice president and general manager
came a cold, dreary rain, as is common
A n interesting article appears this of our hosts.
during the tall {lionths. Then it is any of the Phillips & Rangeley, one of the
week from the pen of M. Hardy. Mi.
“ We are told to make ourselves at thing but pleasant. The ice usually most energetic men on Maine’s frontier.
Hardy’s long experience with woods home and this we proceed to,do at once forms in thq,last of November, making It is .-afe to assume that if there’ s him
men and hunters and his own exper by making a substantial meal out of the beaver trapping season rather short. her on the othei side of the divide
“ ‘ But beavering in the spring was which can be gotten out at a profit, Mr.
ience in the woods enable him to give bear meat., hot biscuits, potatoes and
coffee.
One thing we soon become carried on iu quite a different: way Pope will rind a way to get his engines
most interesting accounts of the doings aware of and that is that
When the winter breaks, as it usually and cars onio the spot.
and habits of our big game. His article
Heal Time Is A n y Time the Spirit does in the latter part of March, the
It is not understood, however, that
would show that however valuable the
sun thaws the snow.by day, aud freez the plan involves a reopening of the
Moves,
ing by night, renders the surlace so hard mills at Redington.
bear may be as a game animal this same
There is not
bruin does notact as a protector of our or a person gets hungry, which at this after a tew days, that a man can walk enough timber iu the valley in question
time happened to be in the middle of lipon it without snowshoes, as nicely as
larger game. This brings up a new side the afternoon. If we had reached the though it was marble. The streams to justify a reestablishment of the old
settlement at Redington Mills. There
of the “ bear question” and we should camp in the middle of the night it would have been gorged with snow and ice fere,'the plf^i will be to 3hove the iron
be glad to bear from others who know have been just the same for our trappers during the winter, and having over into the wilderness as rapidly aud as
flowed their banks, are usually sate, and cheaply as can be done with safety and,
of similar instances. It is certainly in are nothing if not hospitable.
“ Our guide stays over night and starts the ice is so thick upon them that the when the right spot is reached, unload
teresting to the visitor to our woods to
out on the return trip to the settlement water can be heiird rumbling against the i portable sawmill and set the circulars
know that the bear which he tries so next morning. Along in the evening rocks and boulders several feet below at work on the timber. The expense of
often, and so often in vaiD, to shoot Dan reaches the camp with several pelts the surface of the ice. The trees have a “ portable” is light, for its upright
He gives us as all been relieved of their winter burdens boiler can be toted about at will aud
attacks and subdues the proud king of over his shoulder.
hearty a welcome as had his comrade of snow, the weather is usually clear ’ most anything will serve for a shelter
ottr forests.
earlier in the day. By the time Dan and bright. The long days, with snow for the machinery, though rough boards
has finished bis supper it is gettiug late crisp and hard in the morning, followed shingled with tarred paper is tbe ac
and we all roll ourselves up in our in the afternoon by a hot sun and a very cepted thing. Nowadays, a “ portable”
Narrow Uauge Railroads.
i blankets and turn in. Onr bed of fir wey snow, and early arrival of many ol at the end of a progressive line of rail
T h e r e has been more or less discus I boughs is as soft as eider down, we the summer biids, full of life and song, way can eat the spruce off almost auv
makes it a very fascinating time of the so^t of timber land, and the regions
sion in years past, as to who is respon I think, and not one of us but what sleeps year to be in the woods.
! the sound sleep of perfect health and
: which the woodsman used to pass by,
sible for the construction of the Sandy j contentment.
‘ “ This is the time in the spring that lie now counts among his valuable
River railroad from Farmington to Phil
assets.
“ The next morning we wake to fiud the
lips. Major Dill -and Samuel Farmer i Dan thawing out his pelts and getting
It is sincerely hoped that the project
Beaver Trapper Sallies Forth.
outlined above will be carried out, for
have both claimed the honor and we them ready to stretch over frames of
Tbe
fur
is
much
better
than
in
the
fall.
it will mean lots of employment in rail
have no doubt that both contributed wood to dry, while John is preparing a
substantial breakfast. After breakfast The trappers load all of their provisions road construction, and later in the
largely to the success of the enterprise. the guide starts for home and Dan and on a handsled, taking enough for a two woods. It is not understood however,
The following letter recently received John are off to visit some of the traps. or three weeks’ trip, and some morninr : that the plans have been definitely de
by Prof. D. F. Hedges of Phillips, from We have decided to accompany Dan at the fiist peep of day they start out |cided upon, but is known that the matMr. W. A. Pidgeon of the Lewiston this time and he is glad to have us, for with snowshoes tucked under the arm, I ter is under serious consideration.
he says that though he is never lone and drawing the sled on behind, they
Redington Mills, which was once such
Journal, is the most interesting com some he enjoys company as well as any keep right in the middle of the stream,
a center of industry, has seen its list
munication we’ ve seen for a long time body and lie would be very happy to which is usually safest, though only an days. The lumber company that made
experienced eye can tell just w here it is it is now closing up its business aud it
concerning this subject.
Mr. Pidgeon have us stay as long as we choose.
“ As we tramp along Dan is telling us safe. A sure thing, however, is that is a matter of comparatively few days
says:
the roughest falls are always safe in
“ In a recent note from Major Dill, he asks about a lynx which has several times spring, the worst cascades being com when the last stick of timber will be
been
seen
prowling
around
one
of
the
loaded on the cars and bid adieu to the
me to recall for you a conversation he bad
pletely covered with ice. Sometimes a land of spruce and pine. The mill
with me about the narrow gauge railroads.
traps we are now approaching.
waterfall is encased in a regular funnel which used to keep the monster band
“ It must have been in November, 1878, that
“ ‘A lynx,’ said he, ‘is usually not a of ice, but the smooth, running waters
he sat in the Journal office. The day was
saw humming night and day has long
cold and dark, ami the snow was beginning very hard animal to trap and he is some
to fall. He was dreading the stage ride from times tbe biggest kind of a fool. He will be the last to freeze in the fall, and been stilled aud most of the lumber in
the first to open in the spriug.
Farming'on to Phillips. 1 declare,’ said he,
the yard has been shipped The throng
‘ I wisii there was a railroad from Farmington won’ t try to spring a trap or to run
“ ‘The trappers press forward with
to Phillips. But it won’t come in my day.’
away from it, but will nine times out of all possible speed, knowing that one of mill men that used to troop through
“ 1 said, Major Dill, they are building rail ten go right into it. He will follow
j the clearing to the big boarding house
roads in Europe that are successful, with a
minute on a good crust is worth ten in
3-foot gauge, and there is a little one with an along a trail for half a mile or so, per the afternoon; and having reached a under the shadow’ of Pisgah, and set
! themselves down to the long oilcloth
18-inch track.
haps, and as we always want an animal
“ He looked up and said: ‘A 3-foot railroad! to do that we sometimes use a drop or central place lor occupation, a halt is ; covered tables, have scattered.
The
made,
and
they
set
to
work
to
dig
a
Do you think me a fool?’
“ I said no. I ha> e been looking up the so of scent. Fish oil is as good a scent hole lor their camp, using a snowslioe j colony of little shingled cabins that
I cluster round the station aud the mill
matter, and will send you facts to establish as there is and it is usually wbat we use,
what 1 say. I did so at once. The next time though castor oil or beaver oil is pretty for a shovel, unless there happens to be are deserted, aud another seasou the
I saw him he sa id : *1 think there may be
a log camp already built. The snow is ! underbrush will be springing up in the
something in what you say, but I can’t make good and is often used by trappers. We often five feet in depth, and very solid,
I lately trodden paths of the workers.
anyone else believe it.’ The next time, he don't always rely on the scent alto
therefore the hole is made no larger The drummers who used to count on a
Said: ‘ My friend Farmer thinks with me
about the narrow gauge and we are going at gether and there is no secret about it. than is absolutely necessary, as the (ire good order every time they dropped off
it.’ It turned out that about the time for If you wanted to frighten a fox away will soon enlarge it. A fire is built and
the train at the mills, have cut the place
calling a meeting, attention was called to from a trap you might
a bed of fir boughs is laid. A roof of off the list. The post office which once
Mansfield’s Billerica road, and your road was
established; a 2-foot road instead of the Hang
Piece of Red Cloth Over It, birch baik ora rubber blanket com did a lively business has been discon
3-foot, at first intended.
pletes the camp, and the next day
tinued and the American Express com
“ So the ¡v,ajor thinks he is entitled to the but this will almost always draw a lynx
distinction ot starting the narrow gauge sys into it. They have a terrible big bump The Trapper Is Ready For Business.
pany has taken down its sign. The
tem in Maine.”
of curiosity. We bait our traps for This mode of trapping is supposed to trains still stop there but that is as
these fellows with almost anything we apply to northern Maine, and similar much force of habit as anything else.
happen to have, but pieces of rabbit
A n April story comes that money by meat are commonly used and are as cold climates.
“ ‘ Before daylight our trappers are
The old storehouse is still there, and
the peck was turned out down in Dam- good as anything I know of.’ ”
astir and preparing breakfast, which upon the walls, 1 doubt not, there still
ariscotta. This, of course, was Capt.
This article proved very interesting to usually consists of flapjacks (pancakes,) remains the red chalk mark that Henry
the party and though it was not com salt pork, tea, and perhaps fresh meat Davis made the first, last and only time
Kidd’ s treasure.
pleted in one day the Professor was sub of some kind if they are not too particu that “ Shorty” ever bought a piece of
jected to innumerable questions and lar about the game laws. The meat of “ chewing.” “ Shorty” didn’ t really in
So A g u i n a l d o has taken the oath of was given very little peace until his the beaver is often eaten, and is quite tend to buy anything that day, but the
allegiance to the United States. Now knowledge and information had been gooff, if not too tough.
noon-time gang decreed that he should.
“ ‘Assoon as it is light enough to Having nothing much else to do on that
it is time for some of his followers in thoroughly dissected and very liberally
commented upon. The following is the travel they start, with a lunch in their particular noon, they entered into
this country to follow his example. He conclusion of the article:
pockets, and a few No. 4 Newhouse solemn conclave round the square box
was much surprised to find out the in
“ As we approached the trap it was at traps on their backs, keeping on tbe stove in the “ store.” They allowed
tentions of the United States. The once seen that the lynx had been about streams as before, instead of beating that in view of the fact that “ Shorty”
effect of this act on the part of their again and that this time he was caught their way through the thick growth ot had never bought a piece of the weed
bushes, as in the fall trapping. There
leader has had the anticipated effect fast enough. His right forefoot was is no danger now of passing beaver since he came to the mills the year
fast in the trap, though it could not
before, it was time that he did. This
upon the Filipinos and they are daily have been there long and as we ap without noticing them, as their winter’s statement does not by any means pre
surrendering.
proached he was making frantic efforts supply of wood has either been exhaust clude the idea that“ Shorty” occasionally
to loosen the six foot clog pole and get ed or is not as good as that in the chewed. In point of fact he was seldom
away, but in this he was unsuccessful woods. Therefore they all come out in without a piece of the weed in his
W e must have been having
a and he was soon dispatched with a club. the hottest part of the day and travel, mouth. But he always “ bummed” a
round up of belated line storms, but the Though he was a handsome brute of often one hundred yards from their chew from one of his workmates. The
about thirty-five or forty pounds weight home, where they eat down small trees crew were a little ahead of him at the
snowbanks couldn’ t stand it.
a surprisingly light blow did the busi and drag them to the water. Others store that noon and they agreed that
ness, killing him instantly. The lynx is work at felling large trees, sometimes when he came down to ask for his usual
“ D e a c o n ” T r a c y of Smitlifield, after soon deprived of his handsome skin, at least eighteen inches in diameter. It chowr, they would give him the marble
his second fall from grace, gets a year which Dan tosses upon his shouhler and takes several days to down such a tree heart. In due time “ Shorty put iu an
again takes the trail. As we are on as this, all working together. They appearance. He tackled the first man
in Thomaston.
snowshoes and some of us are net ex leave signs enough'on the soft snow', to inside door. “ Ain’t got a bit,” was the
perts in this method of travel, progress be readily seen by anyone coming along response. Next man said the same
thing. So did the next and as he went
T h e liquor problem took a new turn is necessarily somewhat slow, still we the stream.
“ ‘There are many ways of setting
in Portland last week. Cumberland’ s get along fairly well and for all the fact traps for beavers, though the usual way round the stove he found a singular
that we stop on the way to pick up a
j shortage of nicotine.
vigorous sheriff found that on account red fox and a sable, as well as to take a is by fastening a rock of some five
After making the rounds “ Shorty”
of a recent ruling by Judge Hill of the ‘snack,’ as Dan calls it, we reach a pounds weight to the trap, and setting stood for a moment, looking irresolutely
it
about
five
inches
below
the
surface
of
shelter
some
eighteen
miles
from
the
Municipal court, by which beer that he
the water, where there is a deep pool at the crowd and then at Henry Davis,
had seized had been ordered returned, main camp and make ourselves com near by, into which the beaver falls who was behind the counter. Finally his
fortable for the night. We build a fire
the liquor dealers were running open in the little stone fireplace while Dan is when caught, and the weight of the desire got the best of him and from one
bars again, though they pretended to be hunting up the teapot and getting the rock and trap together soon drown him. of his pockets he fished out a dime. He
planked it down on the counter and
selling only “ soft stuff;” enough of this supper things together. We are all But it is not common that such a place asked for a piece of B-L.
is
at
hand,
as
they
crawl
out
in
places
was on hand only to conceal the harder very hungry and I dare s»y that we
The clerk passed it over and then
enjoy this supper as well as any we where the water runs smooth and rapid,
drinks that were being put out on the ever had though prepared in rather which is usually where it is quite shal picked up a piece of red scaling chalk,
crossed the room and high up on the
sly. But Sheriff Pearson was equal to primitive style. There is plenty of it, low. They will
board wall made a big red cross. The
Wring Off a Forward Foot
the occasion and ordered a wholesale it is hearty and well cooked and that is
cross is there today and any oue of the
seizure of everything that could be really the chief thing to be considered nearly every time, if not drowned, but old crew will tell the story mucli as I
when a man is very hungry, as we can the hind feet are much more powerful
found throughout the city. All day big not help being after our long, hard
have told it. Some of them will add
and will hold. Therefore a trap set in that after Shorty made his purchase the
loads of liquors were being taken to the tramp.
a foot of water will usually take a hind gang closed in on him and in sundry and
liquor room of the city building. The
“ The next day we returned to the foot if any, and this method is often em quick-repeated bites ate up the whole of
sheriff will enforce the prohibitory law main camp, visiting another line of ployed.
the plug. And also that before the
traps on the way, finding in the traps a
if he is not hindered.
(Continued.)
noon hour had "passed “ Shorty” was
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P h illip s..............

7 30

8 00

1 30

S tro n g ,............... ..lv

7 50

8 40

1 50

8 20

9 30

2 20

So. Strong,..........
F arm ington ,__

F. N. BEAD, Supt.

Tim e-Table.

PHILLIPS & RANGELEY R. R.

The only all-rail route to Kangeley Lake.
The quickest and easiest route to the Dead
River Region via Dead River Station. Stage
connection with every through train for
Stratton, Eustis and all points inland.
On and after Dec 12, 1900, trams on the Phi 1
lips & Rangeley railroad will run as follow s
until further n otice:
.
EAST.
AM PM
Phillips, Lv * .
.
2.30 5.30
♦Madrid,
2.65 5.45
*Reed’ s Mill, .
3.06 5.55
‘ Salidera’ '1111, . .
3.25 6 05
! ar
4 10 6.30
Redington Milla, .
Í de
4.20 6.30
•Log Track No. 2.
4.40 0.40
ead Rivert
6.00 t6.50
Rangeley, ar . . ,
5.20 7.05
WEST.
AM PM
UaDgelev, Lv
. .
11.00 8 30
Dead River, .
11.15 8.50
♦Log Track No. 2. .
11.25 9.05
P M 9.25
Redington Mills, . . ‘ jÍ ar
de
11 40 9.45
♦Sanders’ Mill. .
12.00 10.15
♦Reed’s Mill, . . .
12 10 10.28
♦M adrid,.................
12 20 10.40
Phiilips. ar
12 35 11.05
♦Trams stop on signal or notice to con ductor.
>
Fl e t c h e r Po p e , Gen. Man’g’ r.
H. H. Fie l d . O P. ä T. a .
A L. Ko bertí -o n , Superintendent

Portland & Buford Falls Ry.
D ir e c t Lin e to Ra n g e l e y La k e s .
Through Tim e-table, In Effect Dec. 10, i960.
hrough
C" ommodious
PLENDID
r a in s .
caches.
I ERVIOE.
GOING SOUTH.
A. M. A. M. P. M
Leave Bemis,
7.25
“ Rumford Falls,
9.10 2.40
“
Mechanic Falls,
6.55 10.39 4.07
Arrive, Lewiston.M. C. Upper
Station,
7.40 11.25 4.50
“
Portland, Union
Station.
8.35 12.20 5.45
P. M. P. M.
"
Boston, | W; M v.
12.45 4.10
12.40 4.00
9.C5
GOING NORTH.
P. H. À. M. P. M
8.30 1.15
Leave Boston, j ^
9.00 12.30
“
Portland M. C. R. R.,
A. M. P. M.
Union Station,
8.30 12.55 5.15
“
Lewiston M. C. R. R.,
Upper Station,
9.10 1.55 6.05
Arrive Mechanic Falls,
10 03 2.39 6.45
“
Rumford Falla,
11.30 4.10
“
Bemis,
5.25

T

S

This is the only standard gauge all rail lln
direct to the heart o f the Rangeley Lakes.
E. L. L o v e jo y , Supt., Rumford Falls, Mi
R C. Br a d f o r d , Traffic M gr..Portland. Me.

I^ A tL R Q A a

ARRANGEMENT

of

TRAINS

I n Ef f e c t , Mo n d a y , N ov . 12 . 1900.
Pullman Buffet Parlor Cars between Cari
bou and B-utgor on train leaving Caribou at
6.25 a. m. and Bangor at 3 10 p m.
7.00 A.M .—For and arriving at. Lagrange at
8.16 a. ni., Milo 8.36 a. nt.. Brow nvllle 8.55 ft. m.,
KatahdJn Iron Works 10.00 a. m.. Norcross 9.46
a. in., Millinoeket 10.00 a in, Sherman 10.60am,
Patten 11 15 a ui, IslandFalls 11.15 a in,Smyrna
Mil’ s 11.50 a m .W eeksboro 12 15 p m, Masardis,
l. 08pm , Asltland 1.35p ill, Boulton 12.15 p m,
Presmie Iste 2 02, p. at.. Caribou 2.30 p. m.f
New Sweden 3.03 p. m., Van Buren 4.05 p. m.f
Fort Fairfield 2 20 p m Limestone 3.25 p m,
Dover, 9.10 a m., Guilford 9 35 a. m., Monson
.Inaction 9.53 a. iu..Greenville 10.50 a m.
3.10 P M. For and arriving at Milo 4.31 p. m.,
Brownville 4.42 p. in., Norcross 5 38 p.m . Milltnocket 5.52 p m, Sherman 6.40 p m, Patten
7.03 p m Island Fails. 7.03 p m, Houlton 8.00 p
m , Mars Hill and Blaine 9 12 p. in., Presque
Isle 9.47 p. m.. Caribou 10.15 p. m., Fort Fairfield 10.C5 p. m.
4 46 P M —For and arriving at Lagrange
6 05 p. m,, Milo 6 35 p. m , Brownville 6.45 p.
m . , Eatahilin Iron Works 7.25 p. ni., Dover
and Foxeroft 6 55 p. m , G uilford 7 19 p m,,
Monson Junction 7 55 p. ni , Greenville 8.30 p.
ni..Quebec 1.30 p. 111 .. Montreal 8.35 a. m.
ARRIVALS.
9.20 A. M.—Leaving Montreal 8.05 p. m., Que
bec 2.40 p. in., Greenville at 5.30 a. m.,
Monson Junction 6.25 a m.,Guilford 6.42 a. m.,
Dover 7.00 a. m., Katahdln Iron Works 6.20 a
m, Brownville 7.20 a. m., Milo 7.30 a. m .La
grange 7.57 a. m.
1.05 P. M.—Leave Caribou 6.25 a. m. Presque
Isle 6.52 a. m., Fort Faiifleld 6.30 a. m., Houl
ton 8.25 a. m., Ashland 7 10 a. ni., Masardis
7.36 a. ni., W eeksboro 8 28 a. ni , Smyrna Mills
8.51 a. m., Island Falls 9.23 a. m., Patten 9.15 a.
m., Sherman 9.46 a. m „ Millinoeket 10.33 a.
m., Norcross 10 45 a. m., Brownville 11.36 a.
m., Milo 11.45 a. m.
7.20 P. M.—Leaving Greenville 3.36 p. m.
Monson Junction 4.30 p.m.,Guilford 4.47 p. m.,
Dover 5 05 p m.,Limestone 10.40a m, Van Buren
10 05 a. m., New Sweden 11.07 a. m., Carl b o«
11.60 a., ni., Presque Isle 12.20 p. m. Fort Fairfield 11.15 a. m., Houlton 2.06 p. m., Island
Falls 3.02 p. m., Patten 2.55 p m Sherman 3.26
p. m. Millinoeket, 4.15 p m, Norcross 4.28 p m,
Katahdin Iron Works 3 00 p 111, Brownville
5.27 p m, Milo 5.37 p m. Lagrange 6.06 p m.
GEO. M. HOUGHTON,
Gen’ l Passenger and Ticket Agent
W. M. BROWN, Superintendent.
Bangor, Me.. Nov. 7, 1900.

W r i t e to t h e
Part ">■ desiring teams ot any Sind for any
point in this r egion, can be accom modated
by notifying

HUNTOON

&

Maine Woods

OAKF.8,

PROPRIETORS.
Stable next to Oquossoc House, RrngeJe
Maine.

Greene’s Stage Line
Dead River to Eustis.
T h e only Stage Line in the Dead

Information
Bureau,
P h illip s , M a in e ,

R iver region that connects with the
early train for Boston.

W i ll make

for points about where to go tor fish

connections with trains on and after ing, hunting, boating or any kind of
M ay i i , 1901.
outing you want in Maine.
Send
stamps for circulars of hotels, camps,
I. W . C R E E N E , P r o p ’ r,

Coplin, M a i n e .

railroads, steamboat lines, etc.

MAINE

Preachers
Praise
Dr. Williams* Pink Pills
for Pale People.

No higher praise can be given Dr
Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People
than the many voluntary testim on i
als from ministers o f the gospel
Here is one from Rev. Enoch H ill!
Grand Junction, Iow a:
“ la m a firm believer in the efflcacy of Dr. W illiam s’ Pink Pills for
Pale People. For three or four years
I was a sufferer from general debili ty.
I seemed to be lacking in vitality,
was tired out m ost o r the tim e and
sleep gave - me no rest or refresh
ment. I was troubled with headache
much o f the time and although I was
not confined to m y bed, m y illness
incapacitated me for energetic work
in my pastorate.
“ Asister-in-law living in Nebraska,
who had suffered very m uch and
who has used Dr. W illiam s’ Pink
Pills with good results, recom m ended
them to me and I decided to try them.
I had taken but two or three doses o f
the pills when I found that they were
helping me. and further use o f the
remedy brought such relief that I am
glad to offer this public recom m enda
tion o f Dr. W illiam s’ Pink Pills for
Pale People in the Interest o f suffer
ing humanity.”
R ev . E noch H i t t ,
Pastor Af. JS.Church,Grand Junction, Iowa.
At all druggists, or direct from
Dr.Williams Medicine Company,
Schenectady, N.Y., 50c. per hoi 5
Six boxes ?2-60.

IETTERS TO MAINE WOODS.
Mr. Tarbox to Major Dill.
E a s t W ilton , Mar. 30, 1901.

To the Editor o f the Maine W oods:

I would like to ask Major Seward Di 1
through the columns of your paper a
few questions. He wrote something in
one letter to the M a i n e W o o d s con
cerning Mr. Range’ey building the
Kangeley lake road. Did not the state
appropriate $500 to help build the road,
and was it not laid out under the direc
tion of Joel Whitney?
Did not Joef
Whitney's ox teams haul boards from
Mr. Rangeley’ s mill at the outlet of the
lake to Hallowell, and haul back goods
for Whitney, such as rum, tobacco and
molasses?
After the kangeley lake
road was built was there not a man by
the name of John Morfeit, who went
over that road afid has never been heard
from? Do you know what became of
him? What was the man’s name that
worked on the road neat Long pond? I
think your memory is very good for a
man of your age.
Was there not a
young married lady who moved into
Rangeley and being very homesick,
started to go home in March and lost
her way going across the lake and froze
to death, and was found in about ore
week sitting in a tree that was leaning
over the lake?
Yours very truly,
J. S. T a r b o x .

The Best Remedy For Rhenmatiism.
Do not leave home on a journey with
out a bottle of Chamberlain’s Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
It is
almost certain to be needed and cannot
be procured while you are on board the
cars or steamship. It is pleasant, safe
aud reliable. For sale by W. A. D.
Cragin, Phillips; E. H. Whitney, Rangeley; Dyer’s Drug Store, Strong; and
Lester L. Mitchell, Kingfield.

&

New VTiueyard.

Belle Pratt returned to her school in
Old Town, Saturday.
Mrs. Clara Scribner and Miss Lillian
of Farmington, visited at B. W. Pratt’ s
the past week.
Fred Luce is visiting in Boston.
Burt Kennedy was home from Strong
Saturday.
Mrs. Bertha Jacobs is sick.
Elmer Welch is failing.
The snow is leaving fast, and the
roads are almost impassable. The stage
hasn’ t made a trip since Wednesday.
Dr. E. P. Turner has bought Will
Stubbs’s farm. Mr. Stubbs will move
to Saco.
Mrs. Mary J. Luce is sick, but is im
proving a little.
Wm. Barker and crew came out of the
woods last week.

Salem.

WOODS,

APRIL

12, 1901.
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Brisben Walker, editor of the magazine,
Literary Notes.
In the March Harper “ Colonies and writes of the formation of the United
States Steel corporation under the title,
Nation” takes up the early political dif “ Ti e W orld’ s Greatest Revolution.”
ficulties with the home country, and the Air. Walker considers it a momentous l)€îith of* fi Prominent I ady In
accompanying illustrations are of un event “ which promises to be most deeply
the Town.
usual interest. There is a bright paper, fraught with results to the human race.”
The late Grant Allen’s paper on “ The
profusely illustrated, on “ The Austra British Aristocracy” is a keen and piti Social News o f Various Kinds Relian Squatter.” The writer ^ives pic less arraignment of the whole system.
ported to the Maine Woods.
turesque descriptions of a kind of life Dr. James H. Canfield, librarian of Col
[Special correspondence to the Maine Woods.]
umbia
University,
gives
some
excellent
about which we know little.
Nearly
advice under “ The Average Young Man
S t r o n g , Apr. 11, 1901.
every reader will turn first to Mark and His Library.” “ Spring Dais in
Last Friday evening Messrs. Diah
Twain’s
“ Extracts
From Adam’ s Venice” are vividly portrayed by Edgar
Diary,” and its absurdities will dispel Faucett and there is an account of Sweet and Percy Mason entertained a
few friends in Bates ball at progressive
many a care.
Among the fiction is maple sut ar making.
W. T. Stead in the Review of Reviews whist. Five tables were used. There
“ The Medicine Grizzly Bear” by George
Mr. Sweet got 15
has a character sketch of Queen Alex were two prizes.
Bird Grinnell, to whom Americans owe andra. It contains much that is new to points to the good and won a German
a debt of gratitude for preserving in the public and is both sympathetic and beer mug. The ladies’ prize was won
such readable form the folk-tales of the appreciative. Albert Shaw writes of by Mrs. Elmer R. Keniston, 25 points to
the good, a sterling silver paper cutter.
fast vanishing Indians. “ The Chohan William M. Evarts and General Morgan Among the players were Misses Vivian
of the late ex President Harrison. An
Bride” is a strange and thrilling tale of article on the “ The Indian Territory” Bates, Ena Thompson, Clare Knowlton,
the far east. It is contributed by a gives some much needed information on Mat ie Bell, Maud Porter, Helen Rich
high caste Hindu. The poetry of the an important subject. “ Nature Study ardson, Mrs. Elmer R. Keniston, Mrs.
month is of unusual quality and is per on the Cornell Plan” shows what has C. VV. Bell, Mrs. Winfield Guild, Mrs.
vaded by the Easter spirit.
already been done m the state of New Harry Bates, Messrs. Fred Porter, Alton
The Delineator is always, full of help York. It is to be hoped that the meth Tucker, Frank Smith, John Norton
for the woman who do^es her own sew ods which li(ive proved so successful Harry Bates, Marshall Moores, Winfield
ing. There are over eighty new pat there may be adopted in other states, i Guild, Philip D. Stubbs, P. W. Mason
terns illustrated in the April issue. In Under “ Leading Articles of the Month” and Diah Sweet.
At the first of the quarter, one of the
the literary department is an article on are the usual extracts from magazines,
the Maine
Federation of Women’ s which give the reader a wide outlook on members of the Marathon Lodge, K. of
the
world
of
affairs.
P., put before the order a plan to in
Clubs. There are also timely papers on
crease the attendance of the regular
the two queeDS, Victoria, whose life lias
meetings. The plan was for two of the
just ended, and the little queen of Hol
Turn the Rascals Out.
members, acting as captains, to choose
land, for whom life has just begun.
Wro are speaking of the germ mi sides and the side having the smallest
McClure’s for April is a very attract
ive number.
In “ The Story of the crobes, which infest the system of every attendance for the quarter should fur
Beaver” Mr. Hulburt writes of this one. The well aud strong can resist nish a supper for the other contestants.
Tins was done and O. C., Henry Mitch
marvelous animal with intimate knowl
edge and accurate understanding. The their poison, but the sickly and weak are ell, and V. 0 , W. R. Vining, were
illustrations are worthy of the text and their prey. Baxter’ s Mandrake Bitters chosen captains. Wednesday evening,
the article will be of special interest to make you well and strpng, and are na April 3, the supper was given, gotten up
people of this locality. “ York, a Dis ture’s remedy for expelling all grip poi by the Rachel Helpers, hut “ settled
for” by Mr. W. R. Vining and tbe mem
honest City” by Josiah Flint, is a study
bers ot lrs side.
After supper appro
of the criminal world of New York sons from the system.
Sold in liquid or tablets, by all drug priate remarks were made by Rev. Mr.
City. “ Walks and Talks With Tolstoi”
is a timely paper, in view of the great gists, at 25 cents per bottle or box, and Kewley, Hon. W. L. Daggett aud Rev.
Mr; Mills. At about 9 o’ clock the com
novelist’s recent
banishment from your money back if not satisfactory.
pany retired to the K. of P. hall, and
Russia. There are several chapters of
enjoyed a sociable for the next two
Kipling’ s serial, Kim," and one of Lehours.
fevre’s realistic stories of Wall street,
Stony Rrook Stratton.
When the ice was going out of the
beside several other short stories.
A large amount of rain has fallen for
“ Boom Days In Wall Street” in the the past ten days. Stratton brook is river last week, a large piece came down
tbe stream and stuck to the dam. The
April Munsey is a graphic description higher than it has been for ten years.
water kept rising and in a few minutes
of the feverish activity at the great
Mrs. Belle Grose started last week for
stock market. “ Tho Making of a Per Boston, where she will purchase her a piece of the ice broke off and coming
fect Man” by Dr. Anderson, the associ-1 sp'ing millinery goods. She will visit down struck three posts in tbo sawmill
ate director of physical culture at Yale i relatives in Farmington for a few days. of William Smith and knocked them
out. The w’ater was two and one-half
should be read by all who are interested |
Ray, the second son of H. O. Lisher- feet deep in the road near the bridge.
in perfect physical development. Cuts
Mrs. Claiinda M. Towle Hitchcock,
of prominent athletes illustrate the |ness, is sick with typhoid fever.
Luoien P. Dudley of Freeman is in the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
text. “ Fighting Among Wild Animals”
Towle of Avon, died at her home in
combats the popular idea that wild town running lines.
beasts are quarrelsome in their native
The K. P .’s held a special meeting Strong, Monday, April 8, of Blight’s
haunts. This number contains also a Saturday night aud had an oyster sup disease. She was born in Avon, Octo
ber 19, 1834, and lived in that place un
dramatic story entitled “ The Cranes of per at Darrell’ s.
her marriage to Mr. Edward HitchIbycus.”
There was a social dance at Greene’s til
cod
, then mov.ng to Strong, where
Good Housekeeping this month gives hall Saturday evening.
they have lived ever since. 8he was a
space to “ One Phase of the New Educa
On account of the rain the masquerade
tion,” whose end and aim is training for ball was postponed to Friday, the 12 h lady of high standing in society and a
member of the Congregational church
citizenship. In the next two years the inst.
at this place. Besides a large circle of
children in the Chicago schools are to
Albion
Savage
starts
with
his
crew
rriends she will be mourned by her hus
build a two-room bouse.
They will
band, Mr. Edward Hitchcock, and one
work out the problems of ventilation for the Kibby drive this week.
brother. The funeral services are to
and heat, and will furnish the rooms.
occur Thursday forenoon at 11 o ’clock
Afterward luncheon will be served there
He Kept His Lee;.
at ti e house, Rev. Mr. Mills ofiioiatiug.
at their cooking lessons. This new de
Twelve years ago J. W. Sullivan, of
Tuesday evening, April 2nd, was a
parture is certainly practical.
Amqng
the recipes the magazine offers eight Hartford, Conn., scratched his leg with glorious time for our aged and re
a
rusty
wire.
Inflammation
and
blood
spected citizen, Mr. E. J. Giikey, it be
ways of cooking rhubarb, a delicious
corn soup, and a homemade furniture poisoning spt in. For two years he suf ing his 80th birthday, and on that even
fered
intensely.
Then
the
best
doctors
ing his wife bad invite i in a few friends
polish for the house cleaning season. It
Among the
also quotes high authorities on the sub urged amputation, “ but.” be writes, “ I to spend the evening.
used
one
bottle
of
Electric
Bitters
friends favored with an invitation were
ject ot infection from food.
aud I l.j boxes of Bucklen’ s Arnica Salve Hon. and Mrs. W. L. Daggett, Mr. and
The Ladies’ Home Journal for April and ruy lfcg was sound and well as
offers “ The Princess Aline” play adapt ever.’ ' For Eruptions, Eczema, Tetter, Mrs. Albert Daggett, Mr. aud Mrs. Laed from Richard Harding Davis’s novel. Salt Rheum, Sores and all blood disor forest Boston, Mr. and Mrs. C. V. StarGelett Burgess has a tragic story of ders Electric Bitters has no rival on bird, Rev. Mr. Kewley, Mrs. Ambrose
heroism in modern life entitled “ The earth. Try them, W. A. D. Cragin will AHen and two daughters, Miss Cora and
Man’s Part.”
Elizabeth Stuart Phelps guarantee satisfaction or refund money. Miss Emma, and Mr. James F. Worthley. “ The latter being high sheriff,
finishes her serial story by bringing the Only 50 cents.
good order was kept,” said Mr. Giikey.
Hollis family happily out of their do
Remarks appropriate for the occasion
mestic troubles. On the editorial page
were made by Hon. W. L. Daggett and
Salem.
is a sane presentation of the possibility
for n omen of leading more simple and
The Salem village school closed Satur Rev. Mr. Kewley. Mr. Giikey received
natural lives. In the housekeeper’s de day, Mar h 30, after a term of eleven many valuable and useful presents, one
partment Mrs. Roref gives “ Twenty weeks. Fred Smith was not absent dur of which, was a purse containing quite a
Quick Soups” and Miss Parloa tells how7 ing the term. Those absent one day large sum of money.
A uew whist club has been formed in
to rid houses of insect pests. The three are: Clinton Harris, Harold Harris, Ina
new ideas for evening parties will be Harris, Percy Lovejoy, Arthur Gold South Strong, known as the “ Rubber
welcome to many who entertain.
smith. Absent two days: Charles Har Boot Whist club.”
Earle Carr of Farmington, spent Sun
The April St. Nicholas has a good ris and Harry Lowell. Out of nearly a
hunting story, “ Two Boys and a Moun thousand words written» for the term day with his parents in town.
tain Lion,” which will interest both the Edith Harris missed but two.
Mr. Ralph Knowlton was in Portland
B e l l e G. S a m p s o n , Teacher.
boys and their elders. Cleveland Mof
last week. He returned home with two
fett’ s paper on “ The Pilot” describes
new wagons.
the dangerous rapids of the St. Law State of Ohio , City o f Toledo , (
Mrs. Lionel True is suffering“ with a
rence river and the courage and skill of
L» cas Co u n ty .
(
severe attack of la grippe.
the hardy men who take the passenger
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is
Mr. David Porter has moved into the
steamers through them. Girl readers the senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business in the City of O. W. Sherman house
of the magazine will regret that with Toledo,
County and state aforesaid, and that
W. B. McKeen has taken rent in the
the christening of the Wineegan by said firm will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
Essex the charming serial, “ A Frigate’s DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh house of Mrs. A. J. Porter
that cannot be cured by the use of Ha l l ’ s
Namesake” is finished. Tudor Jenks in C
The selectmen are out this week, tak
atarrh Cu re .
“ A Modern Magician” gives an account
ing the inventory.
ERANKJ CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
of the life of Robert Houdin, the first of
Mrs. Ida Parsons is suffering with an
this Gth day of December, A. D.,
modern conjurers. “ By Favor of the presence,
attack of tonsilitis.
1886.
Queen,” a pretty little poem by Emilie
Tbe toothpick mill was shut down
Ponlsson describes a graceful act toward
A. W. GLEASON,
seal.
’
Notary Public. last week on account of the rain.
the birds on the part of Queen Victoria,
Mr. C. V. Starbird made a business
aud there is also an anecdote of her Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally and
acts directly on the blood and mucous sur trip to Farmington Tuesday.
childhood
faces of the system. Send for testimonials,
Misses Leona Fogg and Ena Thom p
In the April Cosmopoliton Mr. John free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
son of the Farmington Normal school
¡Eir*Sold by Druggists, Toe.
spent Sunday with their parents in town.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
Miss Blanche Presson has returned
from a visit to Miss Rena Hinds of Avon.
Mrs. Theo Carr Keniston of Kingfield
Cop Iin.
is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
There has been two weeks of stormy Charles Carr this week.
weather and it is still storming at this
Mr. F. A. Dow of Coplin visited
friends in town the first of the week.
writing,
Mrs. Winfield Dodge of Salem w as a
Mr. L. D. Grose made a business trip
visitor in town last week.
to Farmington last week.

STRONG NEWS NOTES.

Nor

If you have neuralgia, Scott's

Ed Berry has closed his work on the Emulsion of Cod Liver Oil
F. & M. railroad and gone to hauling
birch from yard to depot for Elias will feed the nerve that is cry
Thomas.
A. E. Jones is working for the F. & ing for food — it is hungry—
M. Railroad Co.
and set your whole body going
F. X. Parker is hauling birch from
again, in away to satisfy nerve
yard to depot for Elias Thomas.
John Shepard of Phillips was in town and brain from your usual food.
a few days ago.
That is cure.
W. F. Savage of Wilton was in town
last Tuesday buying stock.
If you are nervous and irri
Edgar Smith of Stratton is visiting his
table,
you may only need more
mother.
fat
to
cushion your nerves—
W. S. Dodge commenced sawing birch
with a full crew last Thursday.
you are probably thin— and
The selectmen have been around tak
ing the inventory. Next comes the tax Scott’s Emulsion of Cod Liver
collector.
Oil will give you the fat, to be
Levi Reed has 20 nice spring lambs.
gin \vith.
Ellsworth Brothers are among the
Cure, so far as it ^oes.
many good farmers. They wintered 153
sheep, 23 head of cattle, 4 horses.
The Full cure is getting the fat,
stock all show good care. They have a you need from usual food, and
15-months-old bull they bought of E.
Dill of Phillips that measures 5 feet, 8 Scott’s Emulsion will help you
inches. It is said he is the best one in to that.
this part of the country.
If you have not tried it. send for free sample,
The rain of the last few days did quite its agreeable taste will surprise you.
.
SCOTT & BOWNE,
Chemists.
a lot of damage to 'the highway near 409-415
Pea id Street.
New Yotk
Daniel Plaisted’s.
R opcoe .
50c. and 51.00: all druggists.

Mr. John Wyman and family have
returned home. They have been cook 
ing in the woods for Will Dyar the past
winter.
•
Mr. I. W. Grpen has been cutting and
hauling ice the past week.
Miss Edythe Taylor has returned
home from Flagstaff where she has been
at work for Mrs. Nellie Taylor,
Mr. A. G. Eustis of Strong was in
town last week.
Little Inez Grose of Stratton is stay
ing with her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
L. D. Grose, while her mother is away.
H. N.

c. w. BELL,,

W e have just opened up a large stock o f ladies’ suits, latest
styles and beautiful colors.
Ladies’ suits for § 6 .9 8 , $ 1 0 .0 0 ,
$ 1 2 .5 ° , $ 1 5 .0 0 , $18.50, $ 2 0 .0 0 , $23 00 and $25.00.
Ladies’ silk w abts $ 3 .9 8 , $5.00, $6,98.
Rem ember tht Crayon portrait given free after purchasing
$ 2 5 .0 0 worth of goods.

L U N T , B U R B A N K & CO.,
Ladies’ Furnishing House,
31 B ro ad w ay ,

(Office at residence o f J. H. Bell.)
-

MAINE.

% E. J. GILKEY
has just received a new stock of
W rappers, Underwear and Fancy
Goods.
H is prices are low .
Call
and visit him .

.

.

.

.

F a r m i n g t o n , M ai ne ,

Ä Splendid Range

T o Be Given For Vot

A n

Opportunity to W in a Qrand
Prize W ith

Little Effort.

On M onday, A pril 22, the M aine W o o d s will give away a Quaker
Range absolutely free of charge. T h e'R an ge will be disposed o f through
a voting contest and will be given to the Phillips or A vo n woman who re
ceives the largest number o f votes. Any woman in these two towns m ay
compete and the one having the largest number of votes at the close o f the
contest will be the winner.

RULES

OF

THE

CONTEST.

It Is essential to the contest that the names of not less than two contestants appear and
remain actively engaged until the close. I n 'h e event o f the withdrawal of all active can
didates hut one, there can be no contest and the prize will be withdrawn.
A coupon will be printed in each and every is-ue, of tire MAINE W oods , until and in clu d
ing Friday, April 19, 1901. which will contain the last coupon. The contest will close at this
paper’s business office at 6 o’clock p. m the follow ing Monday, April 22, when the votes w ill
be cotinted by a committee representing the leading contestants.
1. For every yearly new subscriber to thid paper at $1 two hundred votes will be given. A
new subscriber may pay as many years in advance as he wishes arid receive votes at tho
rate o f 200 for each $1 per year paid; but all these payments must be made in advance at
one time
2. For every $ Lpaid by present subscribers, either arrearages o f accounts or in ad v ane ft
on present subscription, one hundred votes will be given.
3. Changes in Mibscriptions from one men her to another of the same family, etc., made
for the obvious purpose of securing the increased number of votes given to new subscribers,
cannot be permitted
4. Each issue of the Maine Woods will contain one coupon, which, when filled out and
delivered at the M a ine W o ods office, will count as one vote.
There will be no single votes for sale; votes can only be obtained as above set forth, or
by clipping from the paper the votes that appear below.
Votes will be counted each Thursday during the contest and the figures o f such counting
printed in the following issue of the paper.
All communications should be addressed to Voting Contest, this office.

♦
♦

Haine Woods Quaker
!

VOTING

Range

CONTEST.

♦

♦ ------- ---- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- —
♦

♦

?

One Vote For..................................................................

♦

m . i>.

Physician and Surgeon.
.STRONG,
Telephone connection

New Spring Goods.

Votes Received.
PHILLIPS.
W . V . Larrabee,
Ma ry K e n n i s t o n ,
E. W . Vot er,
Lettice H a r n d e n ,
Walter Toothaker,
Ceoreje B r o w n ,
AVON.
M r s . N. E. W e l l s ,
M r s . M ar s ha ll Crover,
Mrs.
Mrs.
M rs .
Miss
Mrs.
Mrs.

4637
2294
650 »
970
573 8
730 0
IO O

6130

STRONC, M A IN E.

Eustis.

There is no better Range manufactured than the Quaker at the price,

A great many
Sam Fuller trapped a very fine horned i Cheap Prices in Fall and W inter \ $50, and the manufacturers are ready to guarantee it fully.
owl recently which measured 4 feet, 6
of them have been sold in this county by Wilfred McLeary of Farmington
S ty le s of
inches from tip to tip. He has sent it *
and they are giving perfect satisfaction today.
to Bangor to be mounted.
Tom Bateman’s crew came out of the
— AND —
woods April 2.
Mrs. Allen DuiTell and little son, I
Richie, are visiting Mrs. O. White.
Rain and snow and snow and rain I
T h e Range w hich is to be given to the lucky woman in this contea
C. E. D Y E R S
are the order of the day. April 4, we
can be seen by calling at the Maine W o o d s office« W e invite inspection
bad the first thunder of the season.
Drug Store,
o f the Range.
__
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Durrell celebrate
T h e standing of the various contestants will be published in M aini
Haine. |
their crystal wedding May 29, a good j Strong,
X V nnn a p v e r v week until the close.
time is expected.

j Wall Paper

Curtains

Range Can Be Seen.

MAINE

6
TALK OF NORTH FRANKLIN. TALK OF NORTH FRANKLIN.
—Robins have come.
—Mr. Arthur Beedy is on the sick
list.
—Master Earle Voter is sick with the
mumps.
—Mr. T rue Luce spent Sunday with
his family in Strong.
—Dr. J. H. Rollin returned Tuesday
from a visit to Portland.
—H. B. Austin was the guest of rela
tives in Farmington over Sunday.
—The Sandy River Creamery Co. is
paying a high price for maple syrup.
—Mr. Herbert Savage has been having
a very severe attack of the mumps.
—Mr. G. E. Rideout has made an ex
change of horses with A. D. Horn of
Farmington.
—Mr.and Mrs. Frank Cole entertained
a party of young friends at Toothaker’s
camp last week.
—T. R. Wing reports a steady ga in of
strength in the hand which received the
shot wound last fall.
—P. H. \Vmslow, auditor of the
Sandy River railroad, made his regular
trip here last Tuesday.
—The members of Mt. Abram Lodge,
No. 65, A. O. U. W-, are requested to be
present at the next regular meeting.
—The pastor of the M. E. church will
preach an Easter sermon next Sunday.
Subject “ Power of the Resurrection.”
—Mr. and Mrs. Frank D. Mannis of
Fort Edward, N. Y., are rejoicing over
the advent of a bouncing baby boy, born
March 29.
—Master James Ross entertained a
few friends last Saturday evening at the
Grange hall. The occasion was his
fourteenth birthday.
—Mr. Chester Whitney of Madrid has
been awarded the contract to carry the
mail from Phillips to Madrid for the
four years beginning, July 1st, next.
—Mr. Joel Carlton has purchased a
very nice nine-months-old colt of Samuel
Soule. The sire is Van Helmont, one
of the finest road horses in the county
owned by William J. Ross.
—Messrs. Walter Jones, David Rich
ardson, Henry Mitchell, Frank Smith
and Warren Simmons were up from
Strong last Wednesday evening to at
tend the meeting of Sandy River Lodge,
K. of P.
—The run of sap this spring will be
very light. Many of those having large
orchards are only tapping ten or fifteen
trees. Not a tenth part of the syrup
will be made this year in this county
that was made last year.
—Next Wednesday evening, April 17,
the famous “ Peak Sisters” will be at
Bates hall to entertain, having been en
gaged by the Ladies’ Social union for
that night only. From 5.30 until 7.30,
the ladies will serve one of their excel
lent suppers, for which the unio
is
noted. The menu is to include cold
meats, hot potatoes, salads, assorted
cakes, coffee, jelly, etc.
For partic
ulars see flyers printed at office of
M a in e W oods .

—We understand that Mr. Samuel
Farmer of Arkansas City, Kansas, for
merly of Phillips but more recently a
resident of Oklahoma territory, is at
Skowhegan arranging for a party that
propose to go West We are always
glad to see Bro Farmer but we protest
against his working up excursions
among Maine people. Maine is a little
bit better than Kansas for business or
for residence, as many former residents
of our state have learned We are glad
to learn that Mr. Farmer has made
money.
—Last Sunday during the rain a cer
tain chimney in town refused to draw
and began to smoke in the most exas
perating manner. The people who live
in the house decided that if only the
cook stove would bum they could live
until Monday. There happened to be a
little window high up near where the
chimney funnel hole was and the lady
of the house suggested a scheme that
worked “ beautifully.” An elbow with
an extra length of funnel was put on
and stuck through this window out into
the open air. About the time the cook
stove got well warmed up a neighbor
rushed up to their door and rang the
bell frantically until somebody came.
He just wanted to announce that smoke
was coming out of the shed.

Contagious
Biom i Poison
There is no poison so highly contagious,
so deceptive and so destructive. Don’t be
too sure you are cured because all external
signs of the disease have disappeared, and
the doctor says you are well. Many per
sons have been dosed with Mercury and
Potash for months or years, and pro
nounced cured — to realize when too late
that the disease was only covered up—>
.
. . . j , - driven from the
LlL&
LskOm surface to break
out again, and to their sorrow and mortifi
cation find those nearest and dearest to
them have been infected by this loath
some disease, for no other poison is so
surely transmitted from parent to child
as this. Often a bad case of Rheumatism,
Catarrh, Scrofula or severe skin disease,
an old sore or ulcer developing in middle
life, can be traced to blood poison conin^early T h o S in o f th o P a p e n i *
life, for it remains smoldering in the sys
tem forever, unless properly treated and
driven out in the beginning. S. S. S. is
the only antidote for this peculiar virus,
the only remedy known that can over
come it and drive it out of the blood, and
it does this so thoroughly and effectually
that there is never a return of the diseaso
to embarrass or humiliate you afterwards.
¿fife cures Contagious Blood
Poison in any and all
s t a g e s ; contains no
k j Bi k. Jpffl
mineral to break down
your constitution; it is
purely vegetable and the only blood puri
fier known that cleanses the blood and
at the same time builds up the general
health.
Our little book on contagious blood
aison is the most complete and instruove ever issued; it not only tells all
about this disease, but also how to cure
yourself at home. It is free and should
be in the hands of everyone seeking •
care. Send for it

B

THE 8WIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA* QA.

WOODS,

BASEBALL AND BUSINESS.

—Soon the Mayflowers will be iu Kingfield Will Have an All Star
bloom.
Club This Year.
—Mrs. J. F. Hilton is visiting her
parents in Lewiston.
Mill o f Which There Is Not a
— Mr. Charles Hamlin of Rangeley, is
Like Kind.
working in the P. & R. railroad shop.
—Mr. A. W. Davenport is in Portland
Electric Lights
this week on a business trip.
—Miss Florence Smith is the guest of
friends in Farmington for a few days.

the Next Im 
provement In the Town.

[Special correspondence to th e M a in e W

o o d s .]

K i n g f i e l d , M e ., April 11, 1901.

APRIL

12, 1901.

IT IS
G UAR AN TEED T O
B E N E F IT

G E N T V S F U R N IS H IN G S .

N o w is the time to begin to

a little expense will fix up a room so
We

Paints,

M uresco, Stains, E n am els, Carriage
Paints and Varnishes to select
*

from

as can be found in any city.

Phillips Hardware
Company.
AT COST.
My

entire

stock

of

R eady

M ix ed Paints.
Call and get prices.

E. C . L U F K IN ,
U pper Village,
Phillips,
.
Maine.

You will find a fresh

Canned Goods

assortment of

TH A T ARE

“All Right”

/

Dress Pants,

AT *

Edgar R. Toothaker’s.

Work Pants,

N O T IC E .
Dr. J . R. K i t t r i d g e , D en ti s t .
of F a r m i n g t o n , M a i n e .

Light Pants,
Dark Pants,

Machine Work

Long Pants,
Short Pants,

WILL BE AT
Frank Ranger’s. W ilton. April 2.
Daniel H olt's. Webb, April 3
Dr Proctor’s. Weld, April 4.
E. C. McLain’s, Berry Mills, April 5.
Hotel Franklin, S'm ng, April 17.
Blanchard Hotel, Stratton, April 18 a. m.
and April 19
Shaw House, Eustis, April 20.
Lake House, i*lagst:<lf. April 21, 22
Oquossoc House, Rangeley, April 24, 25 a rd
26 a. m.
Lewis Reed’s, Reed’s Mill, April 26 p. m.
The rest of the time at fils oitiee, 64 Main
rtreet, Farmington where fie will be oleased
to see all in need of bis services.
All
operation: pertaining to den listiy carefully
I performed. Special attention given to pre
serving the natural teeth. Teeth extracted
without pain a specialty. Artificial work of
! all kinds promptly and ca refu lly done
i Teeth extracted free when plates are made
Vll work warranted.
satisfaction guar.
; anteed.
j Entrance 64 Main S '., nexi d oor to C E
j Marr’s drug store.

Boys’ Pants,

M A SU R Y’S Pure
Paint Means

S. J. W YM AN,

as good" as new .

have as fine a line o f H ouse

Smith’s
Green Mountain
Renovator

SHIRT
W A IS T S .

hink

about painting and murescoing. Just

it w ill look

Pure Paint.

Huresco !

Huresco !

WEAK WOMEN

—Mrs. Charles Hamlin of Rangeley is
The Kingfield ball players feel quite
a guest at Comfort Cottage this week.
—Mr. Howard Oakes of Rangeley, jubilant over the prospects of gaining
Nothing like it—Nature’s own remedy. Ask
was a caller in town one day this week. honors in the “ diamond” this summer. your druggist for Renovator—50 cents and
At a meeting of the players one night one dollar. Write St. Albans Remedy Co., St.
—Mr. John Russell of Rangeley, was
last week in the rooms of J. J. Linscott Albans, Vt., about GUARANTEE and TESTI
the guest of relatives in town over Sun
the plans for the tour of the niue for MONIALS. Mention this paper.
day.
the coming season were talked over and
—Mr. Aruna Berry of Avon has taken the getting ready of a team that can Next week we are in hopes of receiving
rent in the Fuller house at the upper beat anything in the county was left in a full account of a well made program.
Miss MyrakButts is clerking1 in the
village.
the hands of Messrs. J. J. Linscott and confectionery store of D. Schuyler Aus
—Misses Merlie and Mabel Hescock D. Schuyler Austin. The personel of tin.
returned from a visit at East Wilton the team is not at present known, but
Mr. J. J. Linscott was in Farmington
Wednesday.
definite plans have been made as to the the first of the week on a business trip.
C. G. Churchill .has finished his en
—Sixteen river drivers stopped at grounds and games have been arranged
as clerk in the store of D.
Phillips Hotel Wednesday, en route for The grounds will be on the Kingfield gagement
Schuyler Austin and returned to his
Driving club’ s park. The boys will try home in Farmington.
Alder stream.
—Miss Mae Davenport of Farmington, and make an epoch in North Franklin
is visiting Mrs. Clifford Plaisted on baseball history and win back some of
Obituary.
Sawyer street.
the honors, lost in years past by former
MRS. JOHN SMITH.
—Mr. and Mrs. Charles Chandler and Kingfield nines.
The community was much grieved and
Master Harry have returned from a
For a town of the same size, King- surprised to leiru of the sudden death
visit to Boston.
field excels in the number of stores, of Mrs. John Smith on Wednesday, Apr.
—Miss Myra Schofield returned from mills and business places. It also can 3rd.
Boston, Wednesday, where she has been boast of having one kind of a factory
The past two years her health had
the past two weeks.
that no other town or city in the United not been good. She attended to the
—Mr. G. E. Rideout is making addi States or even in the world has. This mill duties of her household within a week
of her death. Mrs. Smith’ s maiden
tions and improvements on his black
ing business is the making of bosses for name was Lucinda B. Dunham. Jan. 2,
smith shop at the upper village.
woollen spinning rolls and is owned by 1856, she married Mr. John Smith. No
—Miss Annie Timberlake is in the city
children were born. She had t « o
this week after spring millinery.
The Mayo & Wilkins, who devote about brothers, William in Mtdrid and In r
store is in charge of Miss Cherry Bangs three months each year to the manu brother Charles, who has been visiting
during her absence.
facture of these bosses. The wood used her this winter. Only four weeks ago
—Prof. J. Jourdanais, an eye special is the best of yellow birch for which the he returned to his home in Montana.
ist of Nashna, N. H., who has been do lumbermen get the highest prices. Mrs. Smith was born June 12 1829.
Much sympathy is felt by friends and
ing work in town for two weeks, has
gone to Rangeley for a two weeks’ stay. After leaving the mill the bosses are put neighbors in the great loss Mr. Smith
into
a
dry
house
and
thoroughly
dried.
has sustained.
—Road Master Charles Steward, of the
The funeral occurred Saturday, at 10
Phillips & Rangeley railroad, arose from Then after sorting are ready for ship
o’ clock a. m. Rev. J. E. Clancy officiarhis bed at 12 o’ clock last Sunday night ment.
and walked over his line to Redington.
Now the prospects for the people of ! ing«
—Mr. Henry Butterfield and wife, Kingfield having lighted streets looks
who have been stopping with Mr. and quite favorable. Mr. Huse of the Huse
Mrs. Fremont Scamman during the win ¡Spool and Bobbin mill returned last week W hy the National is the
ter, have moved back onto their farm on from New York, where be purchased a
the lake road.
dynamo with the capacity of running Best Cream Separator
—The social dance at the Grange hall 2000 lights. The plan of the company
Wednesday night was attended by a is to have the plant running by the first Made For Farm Use.
large number. Music was furnished by of May.
1st. It requires less room.
2nd. It requires less oil.
Henry Fuller, violin, and Mrs. Edward
The Union Easter services were post
3rd. It skims cleaner.
Parker, organist. Dancing was in order poned until next Sunday. The Uni
4th. It operates easier.
from 9 to 12.30.
versal ist choir furnished music at the
5th. It cleans easier.
6th. It costs less than any other o f like ca
M.
E.
church
at
the
morning
service.
—Blue Mountain Lodge, F. & A.
pacity.
M.. of Phillips, did not go to Livermore Services were held in the Universalist
7th. It is the most simple and modern in
construction.
Falls last Sunday, as was planned. A church Sunday afternoon.
Sizes run from 330 to 1500 pounds of milk
special train bad been chartered but on
Miss Harriet Robinson Nunda of New per
hour.
account of the heavy rain none of the York, a student at Westbrook seminary,
Call and see my National Separators at my
members appeared at the station.
was the guest of Leslie Wilkins a part place in New Portland and you will be con
vinced that they are all we claim for them.
—Dr. Currier accompanied Mrs. Har of this week.
O m e r H. L a n d e r s ,
Sole agent of the National Dairy Machine
rison Moores of Madrid, to the Maine
All are looking forward to the dedica
Co., Newark, N. J , for Franklin an'd Somerset
General hospital, Lewiston, last week tion ball of the new French hall. This 1counties.
P. O. address, Kingfield, Me.
where Mrs. Moores underwent an opera promises to be the grandest occasion of
tion. The operation was very danger the season and, of course, under the
ous but at this writing Mrs. Moores is management of the owner, Mr. French,
very comfortable.
it will be a royal entertainment.
—D. M. Locke, foreman for a long
The ice went out of the river last
time in the job printing office of Knowl- Thursday. In its exit it took along
ton & McLeary of Farmington, now rep about eight cords of shingle stuff which
Of all kinds done at
resents Wm. H. Clafiin & Co., of Bos belonged to Mr. Charles French.
ton, paper dealers, etc. Mr. Locke was
Leslie Wilkins, after spend ng a few W . S. Dolbier’s Kingfield.
a good printer and his experience will weeks’ vacation with his parents, Mr.
qualify him as a good salesman.
and Mrs. C. O. Wilkins,
returned
During the heavy fall of rain last Wednesday to resume his studies at
It. I). SIMONS, M. I).,
week the water came into the cellar of the Westbrook seminary.
Physician and Surgeon.
Mr. N. V. Worthley iu Avon, and put
Mr. Isaac Stanley will commence
KINGFIELD,
afloat about GO bushels of potatoes and building a new house on River street as
Telephone.
MAINE.
a large quantity of garden stuff, and soon as the ground is settled.
afio came into a bay in the barn ne
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Merchant
are
re
cessitating the removal of about six
ceiving congratulations on the birth of a
tons of hay.
son.
—The King’ s Daughters met last Fri
Mr. Ed Gove has moved his family to
day evening with Mrs. Emma Green
wood. Owing to the inclemency of the East Wilton.
Miss Hattie Landers has gone to
weather only a few members were pres
ent. At the close of the meeting a Skowhegan to work in a private family.
“ tasting party” was held and enjoyed
Mr. Lee Lufkin is working in the
very much by all.
The next meeting Huse Spool and Bobbin mill.
Other dealers with plenty o f wind
will be held Friday evening, April 19,
Mr. Maurice Carsley has resumed his
with Mrs. C. E. Parker. This will be a work in the store of A. R. Thurston.
sell paint, but perfect satisfaction is
“ tasting party” and each lady is re
Mr. Wiseman McKenney, one of the guaranteed by using Masury’s Pure.
quested to bring a sample of her favor
section men on the Franklin & Meganite dish.
tic railroad, saw strawberry blossoms L. L. flitchell, Druggist,
near the track one day this week.
Ne w A d v e r t is e m e n t s .
Mr. Henry McKenney has gone to
AGENT,
Canned goods at Edgar R. Toothaker’ s. Madison to work in the pulp mill.
S. J. Wyman, Kingfield, advertises a
K
i
n
g
f
i
e
l
d
,
M ai ne .
A. F. Waldron succeeds F. H. Enlarge line of shirt waists and ladies wright, superintendent of the mills of
underwear.
the Crockertown Lumber company.
E. C. Lufkin is selling ready mixed
m W '
L. L. Mitchell, having purchased the FRESH
paints at cost. See his ad.
entire stock of wall paper of Mr. Frank
Fremont Scamman
advertises wall Hutchins, now offers for the next 30
SALTED PEANUTS.
paper.
days great bargains.
L.
L. Mitchell, Kingfield, changes his Deputy Sheriff Nelson Gould of
ad.
Farmington, was in town last week en E. C. S T A N L E Y , Kingfield.
Paint and paper at W. A. D. Cragin’s. route for Stratton and)Eustis.
See his ad.
Mr. John Tirrell of Strong, was in
Card of thanks.
town the first of the week.
H. B. Austin of Phillips, was in town
D. F. Field inserts a notice.
Joseph Wilber, Rangeley, advertises last week.
farm for sale.
Master Coburn Butts celebrated bis
8th birthday last Wednesday afternoon
by giving a party to a few of liis friends.
Kingfield can boast of having an upFreeman Centre.
to date dry and fancy goods store, one
Mr. Harrison Cook has moved from which carries all guaranteed goods and
Livermore Falls onto liis farm in Free one which handles all the latest styles
in the market. Mr. Wyman, the man
man recently.
ager and owner of this store, is always
Mr. George Richards is working in ready to show these goods and stands
by his customers with a guarantee.
C. V. Starbird’ s mill at Strong.
M y large line o f Shirt W aists
Mr. Bert Luce, who has recently been
It has been quite rainy here the past
affected with pneumonia, is again able
week with very little sap weather.
includes silks and ginghams,
to be about.
Miss Francis Allen, who is working in
Mr. Sewall Yose has purchased a
ranging in price from 50 cents
Augusta, is visiting her parents, Mr. and road horse of William Page.
Mr. John Winter will change his
Mrs. C. W. Allen.
to $6.00.
store, now occupied by Mr. Frank
Mr. Ilervey Welch was in North New Hutchins, into a six tenement house.
Portland one clay last week.
W. S.
I have also received a large
A number attended the social dance
at Winter’ s hall last Saturday evening.
line of
H athaw ay’s
Ladies’
Representative Orren Tufts was in
Farmington last week.
Stoddard House.
M uslin
Underwear.
These
Mrs. John G. Butts returned last
[Special correspondence to the M aine W oods .]
week from a visit to her parents in
F armington , April 10, 1901.
goods are the best
on
the
Farmington.
Recent arrivals at the Stoddard House
Mrs. Elmer R. Keniston is visiting her
market.
parents in Strong this week.
are:
E R Files. L G Blimt, S P Felker, J L MerryMr. Earle Larrabee was the guest of
man, D A Buxton. F P Dyer. W B Adie, W F friends iu Farmington the first of the
Week. C C Files, Portland ; C B Marr, J C Tarbox, Geo B Cragin. Farmington; C B Beedy, week.
Lewiston; W S Kelley, J A Crosby, C C Stin
The Kingfield Driving club bold a
son, E F Caston, F A Snow, W S Field, F E
Boss, J H Hartshorn, A F Raymond, C H Gif meeting this week and it is supposed
ford, S E Estes, L S Briggs, Boston; T O’ Leary, that they will make arrangements for a
Bangor: I B Haskell. Chicago; H C Haddock,
CCM tlliken, Providence; Prof. Jonrdanais, circuit of races. President Mr. Doyen,
Nashua; E A Russell, Rangeley; W E Lawless, ! and in fact nearly all the members of K i n g f i e l d .
Maine.
A P Webster. Auburn; Frank P Mills, New the club, have fast stock and want to
Haven; Wm J Kelly, Portsmouth;
give it a good showing this summer.

PAINT!

PAINT!

Hen’s Pants.
Pants that have an ap
pearance of style, lit and
good

workmanship,

with

prices to please.
Buy your next pair of

work guaranteed.

HENRY W . TRUE, Agent,Phillips,

In The Near
Future.
I shall be in your town with^ my

D.F. HOYT

1901

spring

woolens.

and

summ er

T h e largest and

line
best

of
as

sortment I have ever had at the same
low prices.

A ll

w ork

guaranteed.

D o n ’t place your order till you have

& CO.,

looked me over.

FRED c . M O W E R ,
TA ILO R .

No. 5 Beal Block,
Phillips, Maine.
Martle and Granite Monuments.

I solicit an opportunity o f showing you
my collection of new and artistic, designs of
Monuments, Statuary, Tablets, Market-«, etc.
Estimates furnished on Cemetery Work to be
erected anywhere in this vicinity.

PHILLIPS M ARBLE W ORKS,
W . B, Hoyt, Proprietor,
Box 3 0 8 ,

-

-

Phillips, Me.

MAINE

DAMAGE BY WATER.
Washouts on the Sandy River
Railroad.
Ice Out o f the River. Cellars
Filled With Water.

A Big Bargain
In Dress Goods.
36 in. novelties in dress

g o o fs, in

blues, browns, slates, grays and reds,
only 25 cents

per

yard,

worth

39

cents.
36 in. unbleached

cloth

only

5

cents per yard w orth 7 cents.
Write to

me

for

samples.

A ll

mail orders p rom ptly attended to.

Arbo C. Norton,
12 B r o a d w a y ,

Farmington,

=

Maine.

Another Shipm ent of

W a l l Paper.
Call and

inspect

my

of Wall Paper before

large

line

bu yin g your

spring supply.

Fremont Scamman,
PHILLIPS,
S P E C I A L

M A IN E.
N O T I C E S

All those wishing to teach in Avon the
coming year are requested to meet for exam
ination at the tow nhouse, Saturday, April 20,
at 2 o’clock p. m.
Ru ssell.

Notice.
All those wishing to teach in the town of
Madrid th e c c m ilg year are requested to
meet for e x im in itio n at the residence of
Bonney E. Webber, Saturd *.y. April 27, at 2
o clock, p. m.
B E. W e b b e r ,
Supt. of Schools.

Notice.
All persons indebted to the firm o f D. F.
Field A: Co., are requested to settle their ac
counts either by cash or by note within 30
days.
D. F. F i e l d , Ph illips Nat’i Bank.

Farm For Sale
In Dallas, known as the John W ilber farm,
three miles from ltangeley village, near the
Kennebago road. There is a large spring on
the farm supposed to be m ineral water. A
fine place tor a summer hom e or sporting
camps as game is very plen ty. For further
J o s e p h W it h e r ,
information address, '
Box 50, R a ngeley, Maine.
April 6,1901.
_________

A U C T IO N S A L E ,
M a y 6,

1901.

Farm known as the A m os Vining Farm,
iso farming tools, con sisting o f plows,
iring tooth harrow, m ow ing m ach in e, wag□s, sleds, sleigh robes and articles too nulerous to mention, also bouse furniture, one
¡vrof horses and single and d ou b le harness,
arm situated in Madrid village. Never failig water at house and barn, good orchard
ud one of the best pastures, m ost o f which
well fenced. I reserve the righ t to sell at
rivate sale.
O r k in W a l k

MUNYON’S

D Y S P E P S IA
CURE
When Prof. Munyon says his Dyspepsia Care
will cure indigestion and all forms of stomach
trouble he simply tells the truth. It will cure a
stomach that has been abused by over-eating and
over-drinking. It will cure a stomach that has
been weakened by old-style drugs. It will do much
toward making an old stomach act like a sound one.
At all druggists, 25 cents. Fifty six other cures
Mnnyon, New York and Philadelphia.

MUNYON’ 8 INHALER CERES CATARRH.

FARMINGTON ITEMS.
The Dirigo Telephone Co., Will
I)o Business In Portland.
Important Real Estate Transfers
Made Last Week.
[Special correspondence to the Maine Woods]
F a r m i n g t o n , Me ., April 10, 1901.

APRIL
DRY

12, 1901

A N D FA N C Y GOODS.

7
D R Y A N D FA N C Y G OODS.

Ladies’ , Hisses’ and
Children’s

E

?

Winter Coats,
Ladies’ Golf

A LESSON IN ECONOMY.

Capes,
Winter ot ’ 99 and ’oo—3 pairs of common lumbermen’s rubbers— Boston’s at $1 5o,
$4.oo
Winter o f ’oo and ’ o l —1 pair of “ Gold Seal”
lumbermen’s rubbers,
2 5o

D r e s s i n g Sacks all colors,
98 cent s.

W h at one man saved.

M ISS BANA B EA L,

1899.
1900.

$2.oo

3 pairs of common rubbers at 75c
$2 25
1 pair of “ Gold Seal” coasting soles, l . l o

W hat another man saved
1899.
1900.

$1.15

3 pairs of cheap rubbers at 5oc,
1 pair of “ Gold Seal” rubbers,

W h at one woman saved,

f l.5 o
.65
$ .85

We have many similar testimonials indicating the
great wearing quality of “ Gold Seal” rubbers.
We sell “ Gold Seal” rubber boots.

Phillips, M a i n e .

SALE OF WINTER
MILLINERY.
I have a few
which

will

be

trimmed

hats

left

sold at $1.00 each.

A t the regular meeting of the Port
A ll untrimmed felt hats to be closed
land city government Monday evening,
out at 25 cents and 50 cents each.
April 1, the aldermen voted to admit
Fancy
feathers at correspondingly
the Dirigo Telephone company into
Portland. The order stipulates that
low prices.
the board of ma> or and aldermen shall
grant to the Dirigo Telephone company
of Maine permission to conduct and
Commencing Saturday, April 6.
maintain for a period of 25 years from
the passing of the order, conduits,
cables and wires under the surface of
such streets or sidewalks, or both, as
the board may determine, and to con
N O . 6, B E A L B L O C K .
struct and maintain manholes and house
connections. At the expiration of the
BUSINESS
CARDS.
period of 25 years the rights of the com
pany i- the city shall terminate. But
the rights of the company to use the
E. B. CURRIE JR, M. D.
street for these purposes may be re
newed from time to time, not exceeding
usually have something wrong Inside. Often it Is worms. Give a few doses
25 years. The work of setting poles
o f T r u e ’ » P i n W o r m E l i i l r . If worms are present they will he expelled I f
no worms exist T r u e ’ s E l i x i r can do no harm, hut acts as a tonic, blood
and stringing wires will be on in full
OFFICE HOURS, 1 to 2. and 7 to 8, P M.
purifier; cures constipation, biliousness and all the many ailments com m on
blast as soon as the ground is in a suit
Office at residence. Telephone connection.
to childhood that can be traced to disordered stomach, liver or bowels.
able condition.
The company’ s line
W o r m s cause much illness and may cause death before their presence is
suspected. Every family should take the precaution o f giving their children
now extends to Livermore Falls. Mauy
Improvements will be made on the com
C. L. TO O T H A K E K , M. D .
pany’s lines; one which will interest
Phillips people to a great extent is the
double line from Farmington to Phillips.
Office at residence.
Telephone connection*
This line was commenced last fall and
P in W o r m
will be finished in the early spri%i.
North Anson.
The lines are giving perfect satis*action
DR. H. H. T U K E Y ,
The water has been very high, both and it is expected that many new
Surgeon Dentist.
in the Kennebec and Carrabassett instruments will be put in this spring.
Office No. 2 Bates Block, Phillips riaine.
streams. The ice has gone out of the
Two important real estate transfers
Best of work for lowest prices. All work
Give T r u e ’ s E l i x i r to the children at
Carrabassett, taking one of the piers were made last week with Register of
warranted. Twenty years experience In
regular intervals, to guard against worms.
belonging to Emery Porter & Co., and Deeds Coburn.
That of George W.
Portland.
It has been in use since 1851. As good for
the bulkhead on the north side of the Titcomb to the State of Maine, the
grown people as for children. It is purely
vegetable. Harmless under any condi
dam. An old saw mill was swept off. transfer being the laud and small bouse
tions, for children or adults. 35 cts. a
F. E. TIMBERLAKE.
N. P. NOBLE.
It was used as a storehouse for carriages near the Normal building. The con
bottle at druggists. Write for free book
snd wagons. All were lost.
“ Children and Their Diteases”
sideration was $2,800 The other was
the transfer of a small piece of land
New Sharon.
Dr. J.F.True &Co., Auburn, Me.
near Haines Landing. The grantor
Special treatment for Tape W orm. Write for free pamphlet.
ATTORNEYS,
The water in the river at this place being John A. Decker of Millinocket
Office, Beal Block,
has been higher this week than before .and the grantee T. L. Page of Washing
Phillips, Me.
for many years. The bulk beads on ton, D C., The consideration being
General Law Practice and Fire Insurance.
both sides of the dam have gone and the over $5,000.
B L A C K S M I T H I N G
Collections will receive prompt attention,
LUM BER AND LO VE.
bridge below the dam was for two or
J. W. Carsley has been appointed
three days in great danger One of the
liquor agent for the town of Farmingabutments has settled about afoot.
AVeld1* Most Important Social
ton.
H A R R Y F. B E E D Y ,
Carthage.
Deputy sheriff Gould is making the
Agent for the leading
Event
For
the
Fast
Week.
The SO foot bridge which spans the violators of the liquor law “ go some’ ’
[Special correspondence to the M aine W oods.]
up
in
the
upper
part
of
the
county.
Fire
In
s
u ra n c e Companies*
Webb riverywas carried away by the
I am headquarters for blacksmith
high water of last week.
Friday evening, April 19, the High
W e e d , M e ., April 8, 1901.
PHILLIPS,
-' HAINE.
School Dramatic club will present Uncle j The different lumbering crews which and carriage supplies o f all kinds.
Wilton.
Rube in Music hall.
The best of work done promptly.
have been operating in No. 6 and Weld
The ce'lars are more or less filled with
J a m e s B. Stevenson,
at the head of Lake Webb the past win Large amount of iron on hand from
water. At the Eass shoe shop work had
G SEENWOOD BLOCK, FARMINGTON, ME.,
Rangeley.
to be suspended in the basement. The
ter, have broken camp and are wraiting i to 3 inches wide which I am sell
high water and ice took the fish racks at
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW.
Now a number of people are havii g for the ice to clear from the lake before ing cheap.
the outlet of Wilson lake out. Further
the
laugh
on
Geo.
Wakely.
On
the
starting
the
different
drives.
G.
H.
than this no damage is reported.
morning of April 1, after harnessing up Horn started his drive on the Holt
B. E M E R Y P R A T T ,
Strong.
his team, he started out to give some brook last Saturday and Neil Brothers,
Attorney at Law andSolicitor in Equity
The road between the mill bridge and one an April fool. About the first stop S. Fergurson, and Benj. Seamons will
Practices in state and U. S. courts. Will
the old schooliiouse bridge, so called, he made was near the house of Daniel
PHILLIPS,
M A I N E elves
personal attention to cases in supreme
which is about 20 or 30 rods, passing the Heywood. Here Betty, the mare that start theirs this week. The following
Judicial, superior, probate, or municipal
courts in Franklin, Oxford and Androscoggin
houses of Mr. Hunt and Mrs. Golder, has he drove, showed some fine work by are the different amounts each crew cut,
counties, and to any bankruptcy cases.
been flooded by the mill stream from shooting her hind feet towards heaven, as compiled by the scalers:
Dirigo Telephone.
Livermore Falls, Maine.
two to three feet deep. The intervales going around the yard like a circus
eil Brothers,
173,000
along the Sandy river are overflowed and horse aud showing a number of other N
8 Fergurson,
2,1< 0,265
I am now prepared to do all kinds
16,198
to an extent that has not been seen siuce tricks that George don’ t wish to have A Seamons,
Beedy Brothers,
874,283 of carriage, iron and wood work and
1S69
repeated. Finally the mare was con B
e n j. Seamons,
276,060
All kinds of hard wood
quered, but not until she bad been Bearce & Wilson,
877,845 painting.
Hadison.
29,173 lumber, and
all kinds o f repairs
reined out into a 5-foot snowdrift and Harry Master man,
152,305
The river on Monday evening rose bad spoiled the looks of the dasher and G H Horn,
kept on hand. Heavy farm wagons
three feet in twenty minutes.
This both thills.
Total,
4, 478,129 built to order.
Horseshoeing and
caused the breaking up of a large jam of
Prof. Adelbert Locke of Farmington,
The following program was presented job work a specialty.
ice, coming down, knocked the supports will teach the High school.
by the ladies at the regular meeting of
from H. L. Morse’s shop. The shop was
The people of Rangeley are well Pleasant Lodge, No. 18, I. O. G. T., last
T. R. W ING,
hurriedly cleared of its fittings and is
pleased with their new library.
For a Friday evening:
now anchored by large guy ropes.
- - Maine.
long time the town has owned about 400 Song.
Miss Inez Hodsdon Phillips,
Mrs J A Witliam
books, which at one time was the make Reading,
Miss Irma Conant
up of a successful library. But for the Recitation,
Card of Thanks.
Reading,
Miss Ida Soule
past four years the books have been Song,
Mrs J A William
We wish to express out heartfelt, thanks to
Reading,
Mrs
E M Soule
kept
stored
away
and
have
been
no
ben
our many friends and neighbors for sympa
“ The Country Aunt”
Rev. Mr. Wakely, Dialogue,
thy and assistance rendered us during the efit to anyone.
Paper,
edited
by
Mrs
Witham
and
Mrs
Conant
sickness and after the death of our beloved knowing this fact, at the regular town R e a d in g ,
Miss Mavill Brown
wife and sister.
Dancing,
Six Ladies
meeting
caused
an
article
to
be
put
in
J o h n Sm i t h ,
W e w a n t to buy a quantity
de Matter,”
the warrant asking the town to appro Stump Speech, “ That’s What’sMrs
W il l ia m D u n iia m .
O E Conant
priate $50 for the support of a library. Selections on the Phonograph,
Miss Agnes Swett
of nice M a p le Spr up;
The vote was carried and at once the
Births.
books were taken from the schooliiouse,
Fort Edward, N Y., March 29, to Mr Frank where they had been stored, and placed j
M ar k e t price paid,
D and Mrs Ethel Pease Mamiis, a son.
W edding Bells.
in the office of E. I. Ilerrick. A Library
For the SPRING TRADE.
Woods’de, N B, March 11, to Mr and Mrs association was forgied and the officers
A very pretty liome wedding occurred
John R Stennick (nee Ethel Nason) a son.
are as follows: President, Rev.^ Mr.
Farmington, March 24, to Mr and Mrs L E W akely; vice president, Mrs. Lyman at tlie residence of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Payne Monday evening, April 8, the
Dyar, a daughter
Kempton; secretary and librarian, Uda
Farmington, Feb 4, to Mr and Mrs Chas H Huntoon; treasurer, Mrs. Emma Me- contracting parties being Mr. Henry G.
Swett and Miss Nina M. Phillips, two of
Sawyer, a daughter.
Card; book committee, D. E. Heywood,
Kingfield, April 7, to Mr and Mrs F O Mer 3 years, Mrs. James Mathieson, 2 years, tlie most prominent young people of
Weld. Mr. Swett completed a business
chant, a daughter.
Helen Haines, 1 year.
course at Rankin’s Business college at
It is expected that the town hall will Lewiston, nearly two years ago and is
Marriages.
be the scene of a ‘ hot old time” Friday, now employed as bookkeeper for the
Weld, April 8, by ,J S Houahton, Esq, Mr April 12, when the healing on two liq Weld Bobbin and Spool Co. Tlie bride,
Henry GSwett and Miss Nina M Phillips, both uor seizures will be beard. County A t Miss Phillips, is well-known throughout
of Weld.
torney Wing of Kingfield, is expected to the town, and a very successful school
Boston, April 3, by Rev A H Plumb, Howard be present and conduct the prosecu teacher. Long life and prosperity are
A MacDonald and Miss Ethel L Heald, both
tion.
heartily wished them by all.
Lee.
of Whitman, Mass.
Chas. H. Brimmer, of the laundry
In different grades’ fand styles.
firm of Milliken & Brimmer of FarmingDeaths.
ton, was in town Wednesday.
Maine.
Chiffoniers, Clothes ’P oles, Towel Ph illips ,
Heed’s
Mill.
Weld, March 30, Mr John Raymond former
Artliur Eustis of Strong, made a bus
The snow is disappearing very fast in Racks,O dd Chairs, Mirrors,Pictures,
ly o f St Albans, Me, aged 75 yrs, 7 nios, 8 dys.
iness trip here the first of the week.
the fields.
Weld, April 4, Mr Elbridge Holden aged
etc., all for Chamber [Furnishings,
Mr. Will Quimby is in Lewiston this
about 70 yrs.
The roads are nearly impassable.
and sold cheap fo rca sh .
P h illip s , April 3, Mrs Lucinda, wife of John week.
Mi88 Grace Dunham is improved a lit
S m it h , aged 71 yrs, 9mos, 21 dys.
F. W. Miller was in Farmington this tle in health.
Worcester,Mass,March 10, Seth C Burnham. week. During bis absence, the station
H. J* Wing will make brick the com
E sq, formerly of Farmington, aged 07 yrs, 11 was in charge of Clem Skofield.
mos, 20 dys.
ing season.
The Old Maid’s convention was held
Miss Bertha Wells is visiting her
Ridlonville, March 29, Yerna Laura, infant
daughter of Mr and Mrs Edgar Clements, in Furbish hall last Friday evening. A aunt, Mrs. Mabel Kinney.
When in the course of human events
good representation of the old maids in
aged 6 weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Bonney Webber have J e w e l r y .
town
were
present
and
furnished
a
F
u
r
n
i
tu
re
.
You acquire dyspepsia acute and intense.
Strong, April 8, of Bright’s disease. Mrs
The seating ca moved onto their farm.
Clarinda M Towle, wife of Edward K Hitch grand entertainment.
Your suffering should be exceedingly brief,’
cock , aged 66 yrs, 6 mos, 19 dys.
pacity of the ball was all taken.
Over
Mr. Wm. Dunham is in quite good
$60 will be added to the fund for im h ealth for a man 72 years of age.
He
For one Ripans Tabule will give you relief.
provements in the cemetery.
walked a distauce of three miles one P A I N T I N G .
C u t Flowers.
Now
is
the
time
to
have
your
wagons
The ice prophets name May 1st as day last week.
F or all occasions—Funeral Designs and So
painted and varnished. Ail are invited to
io for
Cents.
ciety Emblems. Prices reasonable. Roses, the day for the ice to leave the lake.
call and inspect my work, and get prices
Miss Sadie Voter has been working
$1.50 to §2.00 per dozen; pinks 35 to 50c. per
Mr. Marcellus Skolfield returned .for Mrs. L. C. Reed the past week.
dozen ; crysanthemums $1.00 to $2.00 per
CEORCE STAPLES,
dozen, white, pink and yellow; violets, 25Tuesday from a business trip to Lewis
No services were held at the church Shop ote r G. E. Rideout’s Blacksmith Shop,
Lunch 25 blossoms; smilax, 25c. string; calla- ton, where be has been to secure the Sunday on account of rainy weather.
ies, $3.00 per dozen, with leaves.
PHILLIPS, MAINE.
services of a barber.
W.A. D.CRAGIN.

G. B. SEDGELEY.

One Week Only,

Cross
Children

T R U E S
X IR

ANNIE

l TIMBERLAKE,

PHYSICIAN aud SURGEON, Phillips. Me

Physician & Surgeon, Phillijs, Me.

TIMBERLAKE & NOBLE,

Notice to Teachers.

J. w.

The heavy rain of last week and con
tinuing into this has caused a great deal
of damage along the rivers and on the
railroads in this section of the county.
Many cellars have been filled with
water, and apples, canned goods and
potatoes mixed well with strawberry
jam have iloated in company. All day
long Sunday the people watched the
steady rise of water in the Sandy river.
On Sunday evening at about twelve the
water is reported to have been the high
est. At this time being within a few
inches of the road in the upper village.
The Sandy River railroad suffered a
great deal of damage. The first wash
out was found Monday morning near
Hamlin’s. Here the water had soaked
into the ground under the track and
caused a complete slideout of about
four square yards of earth. After this
defect had been remedied a washout no. r
Hunter’s curve in South Strong was re
ported. Here the river bad come in
and washed out a place some forty feet
long and in places ten feet deep. Dur
ing the afternoon of Monday the wash
out was fixed by blocking with sleepers
so that an engine was run over onto the
other side. Monday night the passen
gers were brought up from Farmington
by this engined with a passenger car at
tached, and met at ti e washout by an
other train which carried them to Phil
lips. This plan being kept up until
Wednesday night, and at this time
trains were able to run over the place in
safety. The river has been very high
but not up to a pitch to cause any great
damage to the town road.
Not as usual in times of high water
did the people living in houses along
the river bank move out leaving the
sugar, flour and house cat in the upper
story, but had the river been at its high
est pitch in the day time most likely
they would have followed their usual
custom.

WOODS,
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8hoeimiking and R epairing.
I have opened a shoem aking and repairing
shop under Bates block and shall lie pleased
to recieve a call from all w ho need w ork in
my line.
G e o . H. Y o u n g .
Phillips, April 1, 1 01.

N O T I C E .
reby give my son, Arthur Crosby, the
er of his minority and shall claim
lis earnings or nay any bill of his
ing after tills date.
W. H. CROSBY. A von . Me.
,901.

Wall Paper Cheap.
,vlng procured (he agency of Potter s
Paper Co , the largest m anufacturers or
goods in the United States. I am now
y to take orders tor beautiful designs
i fresh new stock at prices that d e fy
petition. Please call at my h om e and m t samples.
C a r r i e E. d a v e n p o r t ,
Phillips, Me.

8 . L. Savage,
Carriage w o r k a n d w o o d w o r k o l ever,
description d o n e in a w o r k m a n l i k e manntv
Lower flo o r c o n n e c t in g w it h R id e o u t 's nev
blacksmith shop
____ __

FIRE

Are you abusiness man? Are you a h o u s e 
holder? Are you afraid of fire? Your anxety will be relieved if you carry fire insur
ance in The Home, Aetna, G e r m a n - Am erican
^Niagara Fire Insurance companies.

HARRY F. BEEDY, Agent,
Phillips, riaine

Farm For Sale.
In the town o f Avon, J mile from P h illip s
village, contains 130 acres, 3 of which is in te r
vale. Cuts about forty tons English hay.
mowed with machine, plenty wood, good
Pasture and sap berth, good buildings w ith
running water to house and barn. Train
takes passengers and freight at the door.
For further information, address,
W. T. Hinds,
Ph illips, Me.

Notice.
All those wishing to teach in the town of
Phillips the com ing year are requ ested to
meet for examination at the High school
building, Saturday, April 20, at 1 o ’clock
p.m.
E. B. Cu r r i e r .

CALL ON ME.

G. E. RIDEOUT, Blacksmith,

Iron and Wood Work.

Chamber
■ " Sets.

Maple
Syrup
Wanted

9 Piece Sets,
SANDY
6 Piece Sets,
RIVER
4 Piece Sets,
CREAM ERY
3 Piece Sets, S. G. HALEY,

A:, ftfl. Greenwood,

5

At Drug Stores.

MAINE

8
TALK OF NORTH FRANKLIN. TALK OF NORTH FRANKLIN.
—Miss L. C. Phillips is in Boston this
week.
.—Mr. Jeremiah Larrabee is visiting
n Kingfiekl.
—Mrs. Will True is employed at Mr.
n . W. True's tailoring rooms.
—•Governor Hill
has designated
Thursday, April 25, as Fast dav.
—Rev. A. F. Earnshaw has not been
as well the past week and has been con
fined to his bed.
—We understand that Mrs. B. Emery
Pratt of Livermore Falls, is seriously ill
with the grip.
—Miss Annie Timberlake was the
guest of Mrs. A. C. Norton of Farmington, a few days last week.
—Elmer R. Keuiston, Esq., of Kingfield, has been appointed disclosure
commissioner for Franklin county.
— Mr. A. P. Whittier of Portland, for
a number of years the general represen
tative of the grocery firm of Milflken,
Tomlinson & Co., has finished his en
gagement with that company. Phillips
was included 'in Mr. Whittier’ s route
and he is well known here and well
liked by the business meu.
—The Phillips Dramatic club will
give a drama at Lambert hall this Fri
day evening, entitled, “ A Bachelor's
Divorce,” with the following cast of
characters:
Mr Samuel Singleton,
Conv Hoyt
Dr) Neville Iiusby,
Waller Grover
Ned Singleton,
Arthur Sliepard
Mrs Decauter Bushy,
Miss Angle Jacobs oi Portland
Helen Busby,
Florence Smytlie
Rollnda Bruton,
Everdene Shepard
Deb,
C Crowninshield Cragin.

Between the acts. Miss Mabel Nicker
son will give a solo entitled, ‘ ‘When the
Lilacs Are in Bloom,” and Miss Mon
tieze Valora Rosse will render a coon
song, ‘ *Say You Love Me, Sue.” It will
doubtless be a big success.
—At the firemen’ s meeting last Satur
day evening held in Harry F. Beedy’ s
office, the following officers were
chosen: President, Levi F. Hoyt; secre
tary, C. E. Parker; treasurer, W. A. D.
Cragin; foreman, N. P. Noble; 1st as
sistant, Harrison Haruden; 2nd assist
ant, W. B. Hoyt. It is proposed to
amend Article xl. Section 2, of the by
laws by adding: The names of all mem
bers of the company, who are not pres
ent at the regular annual meetings of
the company, shall be dropped from the
roll of membership. A meeting of the
firemen will be held at Harry F. Beedy’ s
office, Saturday evening, April 13, and
all firemen are requested to be present,
and all those having suits belonging to
the company are requested to bring
them to the meeting.
— A recent despatch in the Salem
(Mass) News from Danvers had the fol
lowing: Yesterday afternoon a man ar
rived on the 1 o’ clock train, and as he
was evidently not right mentally,
Chief Bacon was notified and took him
to the police station. He was apparent
ly about 35 years of age, and was well
dressed and carried a grip and umbrella.
Close questioning failed to bring out
auy information, the man not even
knowing his name or where he lived.
Chief Bacon searched him and found an
identification card, giving the name of
Horace A. Prescott and residence at. 4
Prescott Place, Dorchester.
He also
had $40 in money. Mr. Bacon commun
icated with the superintendent of police
of Boston, who went to the address and
found Mrs. Prescott, who came last
night and took her husband home. She
stated that he had been in this condi
tion for about two years and frequently
became lost.
Yesterday morning he
started for Portsmouth, N. H,, and
landed in Danvers It is a wonder that
he does not meet; with violence and rob
bery, as he is apparently in good cir
cumstances and carries money with
him.

you have it, you
know it, You
know
al l
“a b o u t t he
f eel i ng
"in the stomach, the
"formation of gas, the
“nausea, sick headache,
general weakness of
the whole body.
You can’t have it a week
without y o u r b l o o d
being impure and your
nerves all e xhaus t ed.
There’ s just one remedy
for y o u ------

sarsaparilla
►

There’s nothing new
about it.
Your grand
parents took it. ’Twas
an old Sarsaparilla before
other sarsaparillas were
known. It made the word
“ Sarsaparilla” famous
over the whole world.
There’s no other sarsa
parilla like ii. In age and
power to cure it’s “ The
leader of them all.”
$1.00 a bottle. All druggist*.

Ayer’s Pills cure constipation.
“ After suffering terribly I was
induced to try your Sarsaparilla. I
took three bottles and now feel like
a new man. 1 would advise all my
fellow creatures to try this medicine,
for it has stood the tost of time and
its curative power cannot he ex
celled.”
I. D. Goon,
Jan. 80,1899.
Browntown, Va.

W rite the D o c to r .
'

.

4

If yon have any complaint whatever
And desire the best medical advice you
can possibly receive, write the doctor
freely. Von will receive a prompt re
ply, without cost. Address,
I) H. J. C. AYER, Lowell, Mass.

^ ■n"4<»1
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—Miss Gnssie Harrison, formerly of
Redington, now living at Skawmut with
her aunt, is suffering with curvature of
the spine.
—Mr. George Sands, an employe in
the mill of Hescock & Atwood, has re
turned from a visit to his parents in
East Wilton.
— Miss Marion Noble, who has been
attending Howard seminary at West
Bridgewater, Mass., is spending her va
cation at home.
—Some of the young ladies are taking
music lessons during the vacation, under
the instruction of Miss Lura Dennison.
Miss Dennison has fine musical talents.
—Mr. Charles Barker has a good po
sition with the International Paper Co.,
of Romford Falls, and plans to move his
family there as soon as he can obtain
rent..
—Mrs. Ledru J. Brackett of West
lloxbury, Mass., has gone to Harper’ s
Ferry, W. Va., to spend several weeks
with Mr. Brackett’s parents, Rev. and
Mrs. N. C. Brackett.
— A crew of Phillips & Rangeley rail
road men came dovn from Sanders’
one day last week post haste after a
physician to see Ira Wing’s child. 'Hie
men pumped back to Sanders’ in an
hour.
—The town of Avon proposes to take
advantage of the new law relating to
state roads, and their road on the west
side of the river will be so designated.
They expect to get the full allowance,
$100 for that highway.
—Messrs. Chas. Bennett and Dr. F. C.
Dolley have given a bond on their group
of copper claims, situated in the Casa
Grande district, for $20,000 to eastern
parties. The group consists of fourteen
claims, all of which show merit.—Ari
zona Blade.
— B. F. Saft’ord has finished his lumber
contract at Salem and returned to bis
home in Dead River. Mr. Safford re
ports a very good winter's business,
having put in for Elias Thomas of Port
land 550 cords of birch and 250,000 of
spruce. His crew has consisted of
about sixteen men.
—Local Odd Fellows who visit the
Pan-American congress will be inter
ested to know that the Odd Fellows of
Buffalo have opened an Odd Fellows
headquarters at 213 Ellicott square,
where books of registry will be kept
and competent parties constantly in
charge to give (free of cost) reliable in
formation to the visiting Odd Fellow,
his family and friends.

A Testimonial from Old England.
“ I consider Chamberlain’ s Cough
Remedy the best in the world for bron
chitis,” says Mr. William Savory, of
Warrington, England. “ It has saved
my wife’ s life, she having been a martyr
to bronchitis for over six years, being
most of the time confined to her bed.
S' e is now quite well.” It is a great
pleasure to the manufacturers of Cham
berlain’ s Coujth Remedy to be able to
publish testimonials of this character.
They show that great good is being
done, pain and suffering relieved a#1
valuable lives restored to health and
happiness by this remedy. It is for sale
by W A. D. Cragin, Phillips; E. H.
Whitney, Rangeley; Dyer’s Drug Store,
Strong; and Lester L. Mitchell, Kingfield.

Among the Churches.
Easter Sunday came to us this year
with a steady downpour of rain.
At
the Methodist church no service was
possible as water in the basement pre
vented the building of fires.
At the
Union church the congregation was
smaller than usual, though very good
for such a stormy day.
Plants with
bright lined blossoms added their part
to the Easter message of joy.
The order of services was as follows:
Doxology
Invocation,
Rev. Mr. Clancy
Responsive reading
Anthem—Welcome, Bright Morning
Hymn—Angels Roll the Stone Away
Scripture reading, Matt, xxviii
Prayer,
Rev. Mr. Clancy
Hymn—The Lord Is Risen
Sermon,
Rev. Mr. Ranger
Anthem—The Lord Is My Shepherd.

The text was from Job xiv, 14, “ If a
man die, shall he live again?
From the period of the earliest his
tory ofmankind there has been one
thought and one word that has brought
sorrow and remorse to the human heart
—death. Paul speaks of deatn as the
great enemy, the last enemy that shall
be destroyed. We may question why it
should be thus spoken of as an enemy,
yet remembering the attachments and
partings of life we cannot wonder at the
sorrow it brings. We may illustrate by
reference to things of a lower kingdom.
There is in the yard about your house a
beautiful tree, whose shade has often
been refreshing in the burning heat of
summer, and whose fruit has, per
chance, added to your pleasure and
comfort. You become attached to it,
and seem to yourself to owe it care and
protection. To destroy or to leave it
would cause pain. So there is sorrow
in putting away the lesser good even for
the higher.
The mind of man has always been
questioning about the duration of these
partings, and we find in many a tribe or
race the thought and hope of a future
life. The Indian dreams of the happy
hunting grounds—a narrow conception
—but looking
hopefully
forward.
Other peoples have thoughts about the
Jiereafter depending upon knowledge
and environment.
The
universal
want is for an assurance of a life beyond
this. It has been said that a demand is
a prophecy of a supply.
This demand of the soul is met in the
promise which the resurrection of
Christ gives of our own resurrection.
The human body of Christ died and was
raised again.
But there is more than one view to be
taken of this blessed truth of resurrec
tion. Just as true as that some will
have a part in a glorious resurrection
with Christ is it that others will have
an inglorious resurrection.
Christ has made the way possible for
the glory to belong to each. Shall we
not so accept the message of the risen
and the living Savior that we shall one
day “ awake in his likeness?”
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DO YOU FEEL LIKE THIS?

HISTORY OF STRONG.

Pen Picture for Women.

Some o f the First Houses and
Stores Built There.

“ I am so nervous, there is not a
well inch in my whole body. I am so
weak at my stomach and have indi
gestion horribly, and palpitation of
the heart, and I am losing flesh. This
headache and backache nearly kills
me, and yesterday I nearly had hyster
ics ; there is a weight in the lower part
of my bowels bearing down all the
time, and pains in my groins and
th igh s; I cannot sleep, walk, or sit,
and I believe I am diseased all over ;
no one ever suffered as I do.”
This is a description of thousands of
cases which come to Mrs. Pinkham’s
attention daily. An inflamed and ul
cerated condition of the neck of the
womb can produce all of these symp-

DRUGS AN D

DRUGS A N D

M E D IC IN E S .

M E D IC IN E S .

[Special Correspondence to the M aine W oods.]

S t r o n g , Apr. 10, 1901.
Messrs. Thomas and James Hunter,
who lived where Loren T. Hunter now
lives, previous to 1818, built a sawmill
where William Smith’s mill now stands.
Samuel Eastman, generally known as
Captain, who lived where James F.
Worthley now resides, came to the con
clusion that a store near this sawmill
would be a great chance to make
money, so during the last of September,
1818, the store that I now' own was
started and was raised, with the help of
lots of old English rum, making the
first building that was built in Strong
village. In April, 1819, the store was
finished and in May goods were put in,
such as rum, tobacco, molasses and a
little tea, coffee and a very small
amount of dry codfish, and a few other
goods to exchange with farmers for
grass seed and wheat.
Some time during the summer Mr.
Eastman moved his family down and lo
cated where Hon. P. II. Stubbs now
lives. About- this time Mr. Ezekiel
Porter, who lived on what is now called
the Chancey Butterfield farm, bought
the sawmill and attached a grist mill,
M r s. J ohn W il l ia m s .
toms, and no woman should allow and built a house neat the place where
herself to reach such a perfection of J. H. Bell’ s store now stands. In 1822
misery when there is absolutely no or 1823, Col. B. F. Eastman bought the
need o f it. The subject of our por store of his brother, Samuel.
The
trait in this sketch, Mrs. Williams of
English town, N.J., has been entirely Colonel lived where Mis. George Dickey
cured of such illness and misery by now lives. He bought him a lot and
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com built a house and settled where Mrs. C.
pound, and the guiding advice of Mrs. F. Gilkey’s house nowT stands.
Not long after this Samuel Eastman
Pinkham of Lynn, Mass.
No other medicine has such a record built another store, where Hon. P. H.
for absolute cures, and no other medi Stubbs’s office now stands, and this
cine is “ just as good.” Women who store was burned in 1848 or 1849.
want a cure should insist upon getting About the time this store was built, the
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com yellow house, now called the Sophia
pound when they ask for it at a store. Bates house, was built.
Anyway, write a letter to Mrs. PinkThe next building was the store
ham at Lynn, Mass., and tell her all which the Hunter girls now occupy.
your troubles. Her advice is free.
Part of the house that Mr. Jackman
now owns was built by a man named
Abbott, who was the first to commence
Robius, Rain and Syrup.
trade in the store.
I think the Beil hardware store came
According to present
indications
there will be very little maple syrup in next. I think this store was built by
Thomas Hunter and was first used as a
this vicinity this year.
Several parties dwelling house, but afterwards as a
engaged large quantities in advance and hotel tor several years by different
haven’ t made auy yet. One man sold parties.
The next was the “ knife box,” so
50 gallons, and up to last Saturday
night, he had made just three gallons. called, built where Mr. Charles Thomp
son’s blacksmith shop now stands. This
Good maple syrup is easily worth a dol name was given it from the peculiar
lar a gallon in this market now.
way it was built. This was used for a
dwelling house and aftei wards for a
boot and shoe shop.
What is sweeter than the singing of
The next building was where C. V.
the robins in the springtime?
Last Starbird now lives, built by a man
Sunday afternoon an industrious little named DeLano. The next were the
buildings which were burned a few
fellow stood in the tiptop of a tall elm years ago just this side and nearly op
tree back of Herbert Horne’s house for posite the fair grounds. They were
fifteen or twenty minutes singing to the built by Mr. Elisha Jewett for a hotel.
music of the raindrops that were falling The sign was a square board, 12 or 14
last upon his pretty back.
feet long, with a bottle and tumbler
painted on it, showing what you could
have by calling, at three cents a glass.
Old residents of North Franklin are Although money was scarce, wages
trying to remember a time when we had from six to seven dollars a month, work
so much rain without any let up as commencing before sunrise in the morn
we’ ve had this year. It rained practi ing and lasting until dark at night, yet
cally all of the time last week and a there was no trouble in finding the three
part of that time very hard.
All agree cents fora glass of rum even if the chiltliat it the ground nad been frozen as ,dren had to go bare-footed and grandma
hard as usual, we would have bad a without her tea.
freshet to talk about for years.
There was one more little shop built
in after years near where the pump now
stands in front of Byron & Fogg’s store,
since moved, and is now’ used as Vin’Tis Easy to Feel Hood.
Countless thousands have found a ing’ s meat shop. This was built by
blessing to the body in Dr. King’ s New Martin Richardson. Here he kept a
Life Pills,' which positively cure Consti store and I think I have heard him say
pation, hick Headache, Dizziness, Jaun tliat he has gone in early in the morn
dice, Malaria, Fever and Ague and all ing in haying time and sold a barrel of
Liver and Stomach troubles.
Purely rum, dealing it out by the glass, quart
vegetable; never gripe or weaken. Only
25c at W. A. D. Cragin’ s drug store.

Knows What “ Marching Through
Georgia” Means.
A g r a , K a n s a s , April 4, 1901.

PAINT AND PAI

n

Th e season of the year when peo
ple begin to look after inside
pairs

is

coining

along

re

and

of

course paint and paper are to be
used at once.
N o w just

a little good

advice

may help you to a good thing and
save you some money.
A s to paper hangings, the la rg 
est stock in town is to be found
the

Corner

Block.

Store,

No.

Beal

Besides this if you w ould

like to look at

as good a line o f

samples as you can
state,

1

at

find

in

the

do not think you must

out of town.

The

go

samples you

can see at

the Corner Store and

the

there

prices

as the

best

are

concerns

the

same

in

N ew

England.
Everybody

who

has

tried

it

knows that Devoes Lead and Zinc
Paint is the best and always
factory.
used

satis

I f those who have not

it will do

so they will be

“ well satisfied and well

pleased.”

D o not forget that the C orner.
Store, N o . i

Beal

B lock,

is the

place to buy

Paint and Paper,.

W. A. D. C R A G IN

and gallon at a time. All the stores in
Strong and Farmington at this time sold
liquor to anyone, except one and that
ame was the store of Col. B. F. Eastman.
I have beard him say that as soon as be
bought out his brother he closed out
the liquor business. His brother called
him a fool for doing so. He was the
first one in this part of the country who
refused to sell liquor and it made a great
deal of talk. But if my memory serves
me right he prospered by so doing and
he lived to an old age and brought up a
noble family of children.
At this time there were twelve public
j houses between Strong and Farmington,
I a distance of ten and old-half miles, and
only one dared to put out the temper
ance sign.
E. J. G il k e y .

HOUSEKEEPL R\S COLUMN.
Under this heading we shall publish
eacn week cooking receipts which have
been tried and proved good.
Will our
readers please send in receipts for their
favorite dishes?
MOCK CREAM PIE.

Beat 3 eggs well, add 3 teaspoonfuls
of flour, beat them well together, then
stir them into a pint and a half of boil
ing milk, add a little salt, and sugar to
taste. Flavor with lemon, stir while it
is boiling. When it is perfectly smooth
it is done. Line pie plates with puff
paste, and bake them in a quick oven.
When done fill them with the mock
cream, strew powdered sugar over the
top and plaoe in the oven to brown,
when a fine color they are done. These
$100 Reward $100.
will be found superior to custard pies.
The readers o f this paper will be pleased to This quantity makes two pies.
learn that there is at least one dreaded dis
Addie Gray.
ease that science has been able to cure In all
its stages and that is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh
Cure is tfie only positive cure known to the

GINGER SNAPS.
medical fraternity. Catarrh being a consti
To the Editor of the Maine Woods:
tutional disease, requires a constitutional
It has been a long time since I was in
1*4 cups molasses, % cup sugar,
cup
treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taxen In
ternally, acting directly upon the blood and boiling water, 1 cup melted lard, 2 tea
the Maine woods. I left Phillips in
mucous surfaces of the system, thereby des spoons of soda, 1 teaspoon each of salt
troying the foundation o f the disease and
October, 1855, and went to Wisconsin in
giving the patient strength by building up and ginger, flour enough to roll. Bake
November, 1896. My first vote for presi
the constit ution and assisting nature in doing I n a quick oven.
Mae.
its work. The proprietors have so much faith
dent was cast when I was 23 years old
in its curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that it fai tols
and I voted for Fremont and Dayton.
OATMEAL ROLLS.
cure. Send for list o f testimonials
In 1861, when the war of the Rebel
Address F. J. CHENEY & Co., Toledo, O.
Soak overn igh t.2 cups of rolled oats
¡gg^Sold by Druggists, 75c.
1in 1% cups of sour milk. In the rnorulion commenced, I did not think the
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
! ing add 1 teaspoon soda, 1 cup of flour,
first or the second call for soldiers
When a woman doesn’t take any
Itwo teaspoonfuls of sugar and 1 egg.
meant me, for I had a wife and two little
interest in her housework—
j This makes 12 rolls.
Mrs. Hillgrove.
When the least exertion tires her—
boys, but in 1862 when it looked dark
Fairbanks.
When her back aches constantly—
for my country, the Potomac army was
The snow is going fast; bare ground
RAISED DOUGHNUTS.
her head troubles her—limbs pain,
driven back around Washington and the
is appearing in many places.
Robins,
and she feels generally miserable, it’s
2 cups sour milk, 2 tablespoonfuls
Cumberland army was driven back to
bluebirds and crows, which are here, j sour cream, 1 cun sugar, 2 teaspoonfuls
a pretty sure indication that her kid
neys are not doing their duty.
the Ohio river, I enlisted in the 22nd
are some of the signs of the fast ap common baking soda, (or 4 teaspoonful
That backache is simply kidney
Arm & Hammer Soda,) 1 teaspoon salt,
Wisconsin Volunteer, infantry, to serve
proaching summer.
ache—
1 teaspoon ginger. Mix as biscuit, roll,
three years, or during the war.
Two
missionaries
from
Shiloh
are
in
The poison the kidneys should take
and let rise two hours before frying.
I was held in ¡Southern prisons, was
this vicinity intending to hold some
out of the blood is left in, and is breed
H. A. Compton.
wounded on the field, but I never left
ing all sorts of dire diseases—
meetings.
But yon can stop it—
the service while a foe refused to yield.
BROWN BREAD.
Miss May Hayward, of the FarmingI was in the Third division of the 20th
ton Normal school, spent Saturday and
1 cup sour milk, 1% cups molasses,
corps, commanded by Gen. Joe Hooker;
1 spoonful salt, 2 teaspoons soda, 1
Sunday with Mrs. H. A. Compton.
Act directly on the kidneys—
was on the campaign to Atlanta, Ga., a
Mr. Mark Fuller is boarding with Mr. quart scalded meal, thicken w-ith flour.
strengthen them, help them to do
hundred days and each a battle, then
and Mrs. H. A. Compton.
He is work Make a thick hatter and steam 8 hours
their duty.
ing in the birch mill of the Russell over a good hot fire. Must keep the
inarched to the sea, so I know what
Ri_ad what one grateful woman has
water boiling.
Addie Gray.
Bios. & Estes Co.
“ Marching Through Georgia” meaus.
to say about it.
I was discharged in June, 1865, then
The Hoyts have gone out of the milk ■
Mrs. S. Lake, professional nurse,
returned to Wisconsin. In 1873 I came
business and are seuding their cream to
residing at 39 Temple street, Nashua,
to Kansas, took a homstead and have
the Turner creamery.
N. H., says:
P h illip s, M aine.
lived in Phillips county, Kansas, ever
The Sandy river is “ breaking the
“ It affor’ ed me great pleasure early in the
Dear Sir: Do you mix your own pai
since ’73, only when I went back to
spring of 1896 to testify to the wonderful
banks” for room. It was an interesting yet? You can do better. Zinc is h
Iowa and Wisconsin visiting.
value of Doan’s Kidney Pills. I had suffered
sight to see the ice jams Thursday af to mix: requires machinery. Mix
for four or five years with severe pain across
ternoon trying which cake would get by hand is slow’ and unsatisfact
I have been reading som9 of your
the small of my'back and had been unable
to obtain any permanent relief until I took a
papers, the M aine W oods, and as I was
out first.
work; and, in mixing lead and zi
course of their treatment. It affords me
raised in the Maine woods until I was
you have nothing to go by; both be
greater pleasure now, and it is nearly three
22 years old, you see I know where the
years since I gave my original statement for
white, when are they mixed?
A
publication, to say that my opinion of Doan’s
good fishing and hunting places are. I
zinc should be ground into the leadA Raging, Roaring Flood
Kidney Pills has been strengthened instead
have caught trout at Bemis ponds and
of weakened by the lapse of time. Not only
Washed down a telegraph line which simply mixed in, but ground in
where the stream runs into the lake.
was the cure effected in my case permanent,
Buy Devoe lead and zinc. It is
Chas. C. Ellis, of Lisbon,la.,had to repair.
but I know of many offers in Nashua who
Have worked for Abner Toothaker, log
have reason to be thankful for the existence
“ Standing waist deep in icy water,” he light propoilion and thoroughly gror
ging down on the Great lake.
of this remarkable preparation.”
writeB,“ gave me a terrible cold and in linseed oil; nothing else, but cc
My brothers and sisters are all gone
Doan’s Kidney Pills for sale by all
cough.
It grew worse daily. Finally aud dryer.
but one. He lives in Weld. I saw the
The colors are uniform ; ready to
dealers, price 50 cents. Mailed by the best doctors in Oakland, Neb., Sioux
death of B. T. Parker not long ago; he
Costs loss and we
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y ., City and Omaha said I had Consump the brush in.
married my sister for his second wife.
sole agents for the U. S. Remember tion and could not live. Then I began tw-ice as long as shop mixed paint.
I have four children, three boys and a
Yours truly,
the name, Doan’s, and take no sub using Dr. King’s New Discovery and
girl. They are all Republicans.
stitute.
F. W . D evoe & Co,
was wholly cured by six bottles.” Pos
The country is as green as can be,
itively guaranteed for Coughs, Colds
P. S. W. A. D. Cragin sells our pai
■■■HKHHBBBBKIBDBHBBBBBBBni and all Throat and Lung troubles by j in your section.
with winter wheat.
.
W. J. W itjiam .
68 .
W. A. D. Cragin. Price 50o.

Doan’s Kidney Piils

